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CHAPTER I

THE STUDY OF THE FUNCTIONS OF LIGHT IN GROWTH
AND DEVELOPMENT OF HIGHER PLANTS
Light supplies the energy required for the assimilation of carbon dioxide in
the photosynthetic process. This, however, is not the only function of light in
plant growth. Light is also responsible for the outward appearance of plants,
it determines the height, the dimensions of the leaves, the length of the internodes, and many other aspects which together constitute the "normal appearance" of a plant, as opposed to the "etiolated appearance" acquired in the
absenceoflight.
These light functions can roughly be divided into two groups, according to
some characteristics that the functions of one group have in common. Provisionally these groups may be distinguished as photoenergetic and photostimulusprocesses(73).
Photosynthesis belongs to the first group. This process requires rather high
light intensities for measurable responses, and at light intensities below the
saturation level the rate increases linearly with light intensity. The over-all
reaction is endothermic, and at light intensities below the saturation level a
constant, and relatively high fraction of the light energy is converted into
chemical energy. The compounds in which this chemical energy is stored,
supply the energy for the remainder of metabolic activities and are used as
raw materials in the growth and expansion of the organism.
The second group contains a large number of processes, such as phototropism, photoperiodism, internode inhibition, leaf growth promotion, seed
germination, etc. These processes are characterized by relatively low light
energyrequirements, in general bya non-linear relation between light intensity
andeffect, and bythefact that theover-allprocessisendothermic.Theamount
of energy released or directed may be accepted to exceed strongly, in most
cases, the energy input by the light. Under certain conditions, the effect is
linearly related to log energy. In photosynthesis, carbon dioxide is used and
carbohydrates are formed, so that the rate can be measured, either by the
disappearence of carbon dioxide or, e.g., the formation of carbohydrates. In
photo-stimulus processes, there is no reason to suppose that the nature of the
[2]
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initial photoreaction is fundamentally different from that of the initial photoreaction in photosynthesis. However, in photostimulus processes the primary
effect of the light reaction seems to be destructive rather than synthetic. The
extremely low light intensities required (cf. e.g., [48], [26]),entail great difficulties for the measurement of any product formed instoechiometrical relation
to theinput oflightquanta. Therefore, sofar, inmost studies ofthese processes
the response of the plant rather than the substances immediately formed or
destroyed, has been used to estimate the effect of the light.In somecases,especially with auxins, separate, biological test methods have been used but the
relation between energy input and auxin concentrations was found to be complicated {cf.,e.g.,[45]and [46]).The method of using theplantitselfasameasuring device has, ofcourse, the disadvantage that in casethe condition or substanceinvolved,andthemechanism ofthereaction oftheplant are insufficiently
known, it is difficult to establish anything quantitative about the over-all
process. This procedure has analogy in such studies on photosynthesis, in
which the rate of this process is estimated by measuring an indirect effect. An
example ofsuch sort, isfound e.g.,in someexperiments by WENT (80),inwhich
photosynthesis was estimated by measuring the rate of stem elongation in
tomatoes, but only after the relation had been verified by the comparison of
sugar content data and stem growth measurements. This kind of verification,
however, is usually impossible in photostimulus processes, because the nature
of the process and its products are unknown. The long chain of reactions
between the first photoreaction and the change finally observed in the plant
(length growth, leaf growth, flower initiation etc.) is extremely vulnerable to
correlativeinfluences ofprocesseswhich are regulated either by the same or by
different environmental factors. This necessarily implies that studies of these
stimulus processes must bemade under rigidlycontrolled conditions, otherwise
the results will be irreproducible.
Many controversies in the literature on photostimulus processes could be
ascribed to differences in methods, and inadequate control of environment.
In the present study some of the earlier observations on qualitative effects
of light ofvariouswave length regions have been repeated and extended under
carefully controlled conditions, usingequipment which isprovided with a combination of selectivelight sources that havebecomeavailable,and suitable glass
filters.
Most studies of photomorphogenetic processes have been made with etiolated material. Although this method has the advantage that the experiments
can be of relatively short duration, and require a relatively small space, it has
a big disadvantage in that the result cannot always be applied to light grown
plants (seeChapter II). Several attempts have been made to study photomorphogeneticreactionsinlight grown plants but in many of these the light intensity, the spectral purity of the light, or other environmental factors were insufficientlyknown or controlled for a quantitative evaluation oftheresults.
The object of this study has been to quantitatively investigate some morphogenetic effects of different well defined wave length regions on plants,
applied at known intensities, either supplementary to white light, or as the only
source of light energy. Special attention has been given to leaf shape, internode
elongation, and flowering. We have made use of two equipments, to be described in Chapter III.
During the course of the experiment and often also previously, the plants
[3]
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have been exposed to light of known duration, constant intensity, and well
defined spectral composition, while temperature and humidity were controlled.
CHAPTERII

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
1. INTRODUCTION

A complete review of the extensive literature dealing with the effects of light
on plants, as was given in 1936 by BURKHOLDER (11, 12),is beyond the scope
of this paper. The review given below will be limited to certain light effects
other than photosynthesis, in higher plants. Special attention will be given to
the spectral dependence, the characteristic that has been studied mos*in many
of the morphogenetic effects of light in higher plants.
Etiolated, aswellaslightgrownplantshavebeenusedinstudiesonthe effects
of light. Many indications have been obtained that light grown plants somehow adapt themselves to light, resulting in modified responses as compared
with the same plants in etiolated condition. VAN OVERBEEK(46),and THIMANN
and SKOOG (67) showed that the sensitivity to auxin, and its production is
different in plants, grown in light and in darkness. More recently, GALSTON
and BAKER(25),working with stem sections of Pisum, and also VAN DER VEEN
and DAAMS (71) found that the combined effects of light and auxin were quite
different in etiolated and light grown sections. The nature of this adaptation is
stilluncertain, although TRUMPF'Sresultssuggestthat thereisnodirect relationship with photosynthesis, or even with the green leaf pigments (69). TRUMPF
obtained plants without chlorophyll that did not differ morphologically from
normal green plants, by exposing Phaseolus seedlings to light from a carbon
arc, given daily at high intensity during 30minutes or less. It may be assumed
that under these circumstances some chlorophyll might have been formed,
which, however, may have disappeared in the dark periods. TRUMPF did not do
chlorophyll determinations.
Internode growth in etiolated Avenaisinhibited most effectively byred light
(cf., e.g., GOODWIN and OWENS [26]).In light grown plants red light can have
an inhibitory (STOLWIJK [65]) or a promoting effect (WASSINK and STOLWIJK [79]) on internode elongation depending on the experimental conditions.
In photoperiodisrn another exampleisfound ofdifferences between light and
dark grown plants. LEOPOLD (39) observed flower initiations in complete darkness, in etiolated plants of several species that once they are light adapted,
require a certain day length for flower initiation. DE ZEEUW (85) observed,
however, that Perillafloweredeven in continuous light, provided the light intensity was very low.
Inphototropism, PRIESTLEY (52) found differences in the energy required for
phototropic response of light and dark grown plants. ATKINS (2) has found
that green Avena plants are phototropically sensitive to red light, whereas
etiolated Avena seedlings show no phototropic response to red light (4, 29). In
view of these differences between dark grown and light adapted plants with
respect to their light response,it isfelt that their photomorphogenetic reactions
should be discussed separately.
[4]
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2. PHOTOMORPHOGENETIC REACTIONSIN ETIOLATEDPLANT MATERIAL

In some plants seed germination islight sensitive. Some seeds,suchasPhaceliatanacetifolia(REMER [55]) and Nigellasativa (KINZEL[31]) require darkness
for germination, whereas many others, such as some varieties of Nicotiana
tabacum (HONING [27]) andLactuca sativa (FLINT [15]) show a light promoted
germination.Theaction spectrumfor theeffect oflightongerminationoflettuce
seeds was first measured by FLINT and MCALISTER (16).Their results have been
confirmed by recent experiments of BORTHWICK et ah(9).Theaction spectrum
for promotion ofseedgermination inlettuceshowsapeakatabout 640m//,and
decreased activity in the yellow and green wave length regions. Near infrared
radiation inhibits seed germination, with a maximum inhibition at about 730
m/f.BORTHWICK and coworkers didnotconfirm theaction spectrum in the blue
region as it was measured by FLINT and MCALISTER. AS will be discussed in
Chapter VIII,these discrepancies could perhaps be explained by differences in
theexperimental techniques. EVENARI and NEUMANN (13)ascribed theinhibitory
effect of bluelight to the infrared transmission of bluefiltersoften used for this
type of experiments. This criticism, however, cannot be applied to the work of
FLINT and MCALISTER, who discovered the inhibitory effect of the infrared by
investigating discrepancies between green filters with different infrared transmissions. Moreover, the accuracy of FLINT and MCALISTER'S spectrographic
method was not inferior to that of the technique used by EVENARI and
NEUMANN. The mechanism of the reaction governing seed germination is still
veryobscure. HONING (27)could demonstrate that thefactor responsible for the
light requirement oftobacco seedsissituated in theembryo,and not in theseed
coat.Manyinvestigationshaveshownthattemperature,oxygenpressure,carbon
dioxide pressure, removal of the seed coat and other factors have an effect on
dormancy of lettuce seeds.
Phototropism also has been studied in many investigations with etiolated
plants.BLAAUW(4)alreadyobtained anaction spectrum ofthephototropicreactioninthe Avenacoleoptile.Hefound maximum effectiveness near450m/i,and
littleornoeffectiveness intheredandinfrared regionsofthespectrum. JOHNSTON
(29)repeated these measurements usinga compensating light source and found
maxima at 440 and 475 m/*, with a sharp drop towards the green (5% of
maximum effectiveness at 500 nyi), and more gradual decrease in the violet
(40% at 400 mju). More recently, GALSTON and BAKER (24)alsomeasured the
action spectrum for thephototropic reaction inAvenacoleoptiles and obtained
similar results. OPPENOORTH (45) obtained evidence that thecurvature inAvena
coleoptiles could not be correlated with differences in auxin extracted from
illuminated or shaded halves of coleoptiles, although he found photo-inactivation ofauxininlight.Thereseemstobenoabsolutecertaintyaboutthepigment
sensitizing the photoreaction in phototropism. GALSTON (23) reviewing the
literature on this subject, failed to collect conclusive evidence for either the
carotene or the riboflavin theory. SCHURINGA (61) demonstrated that carotenoids sensitize photodestruction of auxin; it seems likely that other plant pigments also can have this effect.
Internode elongation in etiolated plants is much more pronounced than in
light grown plants. This excessive elongation is inhibited by light. In a recent
investigation GOODWIN and OWENS (26)confirmed previousobservations showingthat red light wasmosteffective ininhibitingtheelongation ofthemesocotyl
[5]
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of Avena much more than blue light. The action spectrum for internode inhibition in etiolated, but potentially green, and in albino barley seedlings was
determined by BORTHWICK et al. (7). These authors found that this action
spectrum wasverysimilar tothat for photoperiodic control of flower initiation.
Again red light was most effective, much more than bluelight.Becauseacarotenoid albino barley seedlings, and potentially greenseedlingsshowed approximately the same action spectrum,it was concluded thatscreeningby other pigments did not occur. From absorption measurements itwasestimated that the
pigment responsible for photoreception in the light-induced inhibition process
absorbs less than 0.001% oftheenergyincident onabarley seedling,evenin the
regionofmaximumabsorption.Thenatureofthepigments is still unknown.
A similar action spectrum was found by PARKER et al. for the effect of light
on leafgrowth ofetiolated pea seedlings (48).In leaf growth, however, red light
has a promoting effect. In the blue, again, a far greater energy isrequired for a
given leaf growth promotion.
Recently, LIVERMANand BONNER(41)demonstrated that the growth promoting effect of red light on Avena coleoptile sections cannot be reversed by
infrared, unless auxin is added. In the latter case, the promotion by red light is
even stronger, and this extra growth can beinhibited by subsequent irradiation
with infrared. Thesefindingswillbediscussed in greater detail in Chapter VIII.
LIVERMAN and STARR (unpublished, quoted in [41]) demonstrated the same
phenomenon for leaf growth inPhaseolus.
Concluding,itcanbesaidthatapart from phototropism, all light reactions in
etiolatedplantmaterial seemtoshowmoreorlessthesamespectraldependence,
although in some cases the reversibility of thered light reaction byinfrared has
not been demonstrated sofar; LIVERMAN and BONNER found reversibility only
when auxin was added to the system.
Pigment formation alsolargelydepends onlight.However, with the synthesis
of the green leafpigments probably averyimportant stepismade towards light
adaptation so that this reaction is typical of etiolated plants only as far as the
primary formation is concerned. In light grown plants the amount of leaf
pigments also depends on factors such aslight intensity and light quality. Most
higher plants do not form chlorophyll in darkness. KOSKI etal (36)found that
formation ofchlorophyll in maize seedlings has an action spectrum similar to
the absorption spectrum of protochlorophyll; the long wave length limit is
somewhere near 680 m/u.WITHROW et al. (84) were able to demonstrate that
light of wave lengths beyond this limit was active in internode inhibition and
leaf growth promotion in bean and maize seedlings. Although in most cases
detectable amounts of chlorophyll were synthesized, there was no quantitativerelationshipbetweenphotomorphogeneticresponseandchlorophyllcontent.
WASSINK etal.(74)found that inlightinhibition ofpotato sprouting, also, there
was no correlation between inhibition and chlorophyll content. WITHROW and
co-workers also observed that theamount ofcarotenoids increases upon irradiation with moderate intensities of near infrared, an observation also made by
the present author, in similar experiments with peas (65)
Up till now there seems to be no evidence that the leaf pigments such as
chlorophyll and carotenoids have a primary function in photomorphogenetic
reactions, apart from the possible relation between carotenoids, and phototropism, which, however, is perhaps not a photomorphogenetic process sensu
stricto. The photoreceptive system that inducesenhanced carotenoid formation
[6]
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when etiolated plants are irradiated in the near infrared still deserves further
investigation.
3. PHOTOMORPHOGENETIC REACTIONSIN LIGHT GROWNPLANTS

The reactions of light grown plants are much more complicated than those
ofetiolated plants.The number ofinvestigations isverylarge,especiallyonsome
of the aspects such as, e.g., photoperiodism. The experiments involve more
methodical difficulties than those with etiolated plants, light grown plants
growing slowly but finally becoming far bigger than dark grown plants. The
light intensity required for photomorphogenetic reactions in light grown plants
usually is much higher than that necessary for etiolated material, it has to be
given over a larger area, and during longer periods. The differences between
individual plants are greater than in etiolated plants, and it is not possible to
have many replicatesinthelimited spaceusuallyavailablefor irradiation under
controlled conditions.
Apparently, the morphogenetic reactions of light in green plants are not
coupled to the presence of chlorophyll. BATALIN (3) and later TRUMPF (69)
showed that normal light-adapted development can occur without formation of
chlorophyll or photosynthesis, provided a sufficient amount of reserve substances is available, and the light treatment given is such that no appreciable
chlorophyll formation can occur. SPOEHR (63) cultured albino maize, by applyingsugartotheleaves; someofthe plants grew quite well. His albino plants
developed normal stems and leaves in intermediate light intensities, although
they did not contain any chlorophyll. LEBEDEFF (38)also found that the phototropic reaction and the development of leaveswasthe same in green and albino
maize seedlings, indicating that these processes can occur independent of
chlorophyll.
The phototropic response in green plants has been extensively studied.
PRIESTLEY (52) found that green plants require much higher energies and
more time for developing a phototropic curvature than etiolated plants. This
probably accounts for some ofthecontroversies that seem to havearisen about
the effectiveness of red radiation in this respect. ATKINS (2) found effectiveness
of the red region, in green plants of Avena and Lepidium. These observations
wereconfirmed by BUNNING (10)who worked with Sinapisand Helianthus,and
VAN OVERBEEK (46), working with Raphanus.The present author, in some
unpublished experiments with tomato and potato, found that red and yellow
light was completely inactive in the phototropic reaction. Blue light was most
effective inproducingphototropiccurvatures,followed byvioletand green light
around 400 and 550 mjarespectively. FORTANIER (17) observed that Arachis
curved phototropically towardsbluelight,althoughred lightwasgivenfrom the
other side at an intensity that was 25 times higher. It would seem that the
spectral dependence of the phototropic reaction in light grown plants needs
more investigation before a definite conclusion can be drawn.
In many plants the initiation of flower buds is day length dependent. Some
plants show this phenomenon in a qualitative way, and will not flower unless
they are exposed to the required day length, but in many photoperiodically
sensitive plants the reaction is of a more quantitative nature, so that flowering
is only speeded up by a suitable day length. The light energy required for day
length extension is relatively low, as was found, e.g., by PARKER et al.(47).
[7]
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The spectral dependence of this light reaction has been studied by several
investigators. Most of the results obtained are in accordance with the action
spectra for the photoperiodic reaction as measured by BORTHWICK et al.(6,8,
47,49,) since 1946. RASUMOV (54)found red light to beveryeffective. WITHROW
et al. (81, 82,) confirmed this result and found that blue light was ineffective,
except in Callistephus.FUNKE (18, 19,20,21)from 1936to 1943,investigated a
very large number of species with respect to the spectral dependence of the
photoperiodic reaction. Apart from the photoperiodically indifferent plants he
distinguished four groups. In the first group,.red light was effective, and blue
light was not, while the second group was sensitive both to red and blue light.
The greater part of the plants investigated belonged to these two groups. In
FUNKE'S group III the plants reacted to white light, but not to blue or red light.
His fourth group contained plants, reacting to blue light, while ied light was
ineffective; all plants in this group belonged to the Cruciferae.
KATUNSKY (30), WALLRABE (72) and KLESHNIN (34) found that all wave
length regions were effective, provided the energy was sufficiently high. WALLRABE also described experiments in which the entire light period and not, as
usual, the day length extension, was given as coloured light. She found that
green light was ineffective in such a treatment.
FUNKE'S first group of plants could be explained on the basis of the action
spectra of PARKER et al. (47) especially since the method of filtering day light
through coloured glassduringpart ofthedaywasrather primitive.The intensity
factor might explain the second and third group. However, it was very difficult
to assume that the strongly deviating fourth group might be attributed to
methodical shortcomings only.
In ordertoinvestigatethismatterfurther WASSINKetal.(77,78)and STOLWIJK
(64,65)studied thespectraldependence ofthephotoperiodic reaction ofseveral
Cruciferaeunder morecritical experimental conditions and confirmed FUNKE'S
results. They also found that light of wave length regions in the near infrared
had the same effect as blue light. The action of blue and infrared wave length
regions was associated with an elongating effect on stem and leaves. This
elongating effect wasalsofound in other plants not belonging to theCruciferae,
and which show a different spectral dependence of the photoperiodic reaction.
WASSINK et al (78) found that the promotion of flowering in BrassicaRapa
var. by blue and infrared was independent of day length to a much greater
extentthan thatinwhitelight.Theyconcluded that,inwhitelight,theremainder
of the spectrum has an antagonistic effect, destroying the promotion caused by
the blue and near infrared components in the white light. Later on BORTHWICK
et al (8)demonstrated thatinthered-sensitive plant Xanthium the effect of red
light could be reversed by subsequent infrared irradiation. It can be assumed
now that the photoreceptive pigments in both Cruciferaeand other plants are
the same, as the spectral dependence is identical; it remains obscure so far
whichisthecause of thedifference in theeffect of the twogroups ofplants.
The primary light reaction in photoperiodism initiates a chain of reactions
which eventually leads to flowering. Not much is known about this chain of
reactions. So much seemscertain, that the initial light reaction must be similar
to that governingmanyreactions in etiolated plants, and also to that controllingelongation asaffected bysupplementary light oflowintensities (64, 65,78).
Length growth ingreenplantsisamuch morecomplicated phenomenon than
[8]
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it is in etiolated plants. Part of this complexity is due to photosynthesis and
its influence on growth. In experiments on morphogenetic reactions the supply
of carbohydrates should not limit growth. With etiolated plants this condition
usually can be fulfilled rather easily by the reserves in the seed, because only
young stages are normally used. Green plants, however, are dependent on
photosynthesis for their carbohydrates, so that variation in light conditions has
a twofold influence on growth: through photosynthesis, and through morphogenetic reactions.
In our experiments, the intensity of illumination providing photosynthesis
was the same in all treatments. In the supplementary light treatments the light
energy of the supplementary light is negligible as compared with that in the
basic light period. When spectral regions were given at high intensity, the
intensitiesin thevariousspectralregionswerethesame.
As has been shown in investigations of WASSINK and STOLWIJK (79), and of
FORTANIER (17) another complication arises from the intensity dependence of
stem growth reactions.At low intensities red light ismost effective in internode
inhibition, at higher intensities blue light is more effective in this respect. In
view of these findings, it is evident that unless experiments are made on a
quantitative basis,the interpretation of the results isvery difficult. Many of the
earlier investigations,made at a timeinwhichnosuitable light sources,filtersor
methods for light measurement were available, have little quantitative value at
present. In many of the older papers,but also in comparatively recent ones it
can benoticed that the light intensity measurements areunsatisfactory. In many
casesillumination meters are used, and consequently the light intensity isgiven
in foot candles or lux, whereas plant response isa function of the energy or the
number ofquanta ofthelight,and therelativespectraleffectiveness curvefor the
particular reaction studied. The luminosity value, as expressed in lux or foot
candlesiscorrelated withthe energy value and the sensitivity of the human eye
at a particular wave length of the light.
In general it is found that absence of the short wavelength regions results in
increased stem elongation in green plants. Most of the earlier experiments
havebeenmadeusingdaylight,filteredthroughcoloured glasses. KLEBS(32)probablywasthefirstwhomadeanattempt at measuring absolute light intensities.
Areviewoftheresultsobtained till1936hasbeengivenbyPOPPand BROWN(51).
Since then advances in the development of gas discharge and fluorescent lamps
have made selective light sources available. This has made possible to grow
plants in artificial light of increased intensity and higher spectral purity. Moreover, it became easier to keep other environmental factors such as temperature and humidity under control.
ROODENBURG (56) and ABERG (1) used neon, sodium and mercury discharge
lamps as artificial light sources for plant growth. ROODENBURG (57) concluded
that blue light wasresponsible for inhibition of internode growth. Lack of blue
lightcaused excessiveinternode growth.ABERG did not obtain suchclear results
in hisplants grown under mercury light. Hisresults could perhaps be explained
by the presence of the yellow and green mercury lines,and even more probably
bytherelatively lowintensities heused.An intensity ofabout 8000ergs/cm2/sec
mayhavebeen too lowfor satisfactory internode inhibition. ABERG also noticed
epinasty of tomato leaves in plants grown in the absence of violet blue wave
length regions, a phenomenon also noticed by SHIRLEY (62), ROODENBURG (56),
and WASSINK and STOLWIJK (79).
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VAN DER VEEN (70) grew a number of plants in coloured light obtained from

fluorescent lamps with a single fluorescent coating, without any filtering. He
found inhibition of internode elongation in blue light, and excessive elongation
in red and green light. MOSHKOV (44)grewPerillaplants in violet-blue, yellowgreen, and red light; theviolet-blue and green light was obtained from mercury
lamps, the red light from incandescent lamps. The Perilla plants elongated
most in yellow-green light, very little in violet-blue light, but also very little in
red light. Asthe dry weight wasverylowin plants under red light, the absence
of elongation must probably be ascribed to the large amount of near infrared
transmitted by the water filter (see also Chapter VII).
WASSINK and STOLWIJK (79) used special, concentrated sets of coloured
fluorescent lamps with additional filtering, so that several spectral regions were
obtained which each showed a combination of spectral purity and intensity as
had not been achieved before. In experiments in which plants grew in equal
energies it was found that in yellow and red light elongation was greatest,
whereas in blue-violet it was reduced to below that in the white controls. The
importance of the intensity factor isillustrated by results obtained by WASSINK
and STOLWIJK (79) and by FORTANIER (17). These authors found that blue
radiation at low intensity results in increased stem elongation, whereas violet
and blue light at high intensity inhibit stem elongation; on the other hand red,
yellow and green light at low intensity inhibit stem elongation in some plants,
whereasstemelongation isincreased bythesamespectral regionswhen given at
high intensity. ABERG (1) also concludes that at low light intensities the longer
wave lengths of the visible spectrum are most effective ininhibition ofelongation, whereas at high intensity the shorter wave lengths are most effective in
this respect. WASSINK et al.(77,78), STOLWIJK (65),and FORTANIER (17) found
that near infrared radiation, when given supplementary to a short day in white
light of high intensity also promotes stem elongation (see also Chapter VI).
CHAPTER in

MATERIAL AND METHODS
1. PLANT MATERIAL

Experiments were made with the following species: BrassicaRapaf.oleifera
subf. annua;Spinaciaoleracea var. Nobel; Cosmos bipinnatus; Lactuca sativa
var. "Meikoningin", "Attractie" and "Wonder van Voorburg"; Solanum Lycopersicum var. Vetomold 121; Sinapisalba;Iberiscoronariav&v.Empress and
some others. Seeds of BrassicaRapa var. were obtained from arather variable
population by selection of the individuals with pronounced long day requirement. Self-pollination during several generations increased the uniformity of
the seeds. The seeds of the other species were obtained from commercial
sources.
About 10-14days before the start of an experiment,theseedsweresown inflatseedpans,
in sand that was regularly watered; these seed pans were placed in the greenhouse. After
emergence, theyoung plants were transplanted into pots or square disheswithfertile soil to
which a suitable amount of fertilizers had been added. As soon as the young plants hadregained theirvigour they were selected for uniformity; usually about half of themwere sufficiently uniform to be used in the experiment. These plants were brought into the laboratory
under controlled conditions of day length, light intensity and temperature. Plants used for
[10]
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photoperiodicity experimentswereexposedtoadaylengthinhibitingfloweringfrom thevery
beginning up to the start of the experiment. Usually,theexperimentaltreatment started 3-4
days after the plants were brought under controlled conditions. Inmost cases 4 plants were
usedineachtreatment, andtheresultsgiven areaverages of atleast4plants.Experimentsin
which theplants showed irregulargrowthwere discontinued, and theresultswerediscarded.
2. THEWHITE LIGHTEQUIPMENT
Thisequipment isinabasement room of about 6 X4.5m. Inwinterthisroomcanbewell
controlledasfarastemperatureis concerned, however, it has no cooling outfit. Therefore in
summer the average temperature must be set higher in order to provide a suitable control
(seebelow).
The white light equipment is used for irradiating plants at a light intensity sufficient to
yieldnormalgrowth. Usually, a 10h. illumination per24h. cycle isusedwhichmay ormay
not besupplemented byalowlight extension for thephotoperiodicreaction.
The white light equipment is built up of panels of 120X70cm, each equipped with eight
40W daylight typefluorescenttubes which are mounted at 8.5cm distance. The panels are
suspended by chains allowing different heights of the lamps above an eternite-topped bench
on which the plants areplaced. The maximum light intensity which can be maintained over
longperiodsisabout 6000lux(600f.c). Withnewfluorescenttubesandthemainsvoltageat
itsnominal valuethismaximum isabout 8000 lux(equivalent to about 30.000ergs/cm2/sec).
Alllightintensitiesgivenhereareaverages;theyaresubjecttoshorttermchangesfrom—9% to
+ 6% owingtofluctuationsinthemainsvoltage.Thewhitelightequipmentisoperated byan
electrically wound spring-driven time switch. The temperature in theequipment is keptconstant in controlling the room temperature by means of a thermoregulator which operates a
fandrawinginoutsideair.Thehumiditywasnotcontrolled, butitwascheckedregularlywith
wetanddrybulbthermometers,andonlyrarelyfell below70%.
3. THEEQUIPMENT FORSUPPLEMENTARY COLOUREDLIGHT
Theequipment forsupplementary coloured light istheonedescribedby WASSINK and VAN
DERSCHEER(75).Itconsistsof6compartments, separated bywhite-washed hard boardwalls.
The compartments are 120cmhigh,45cm wide and 210cm long. Part ofthetopconsistsof
hard board, the rest is covered by coloured glass filters of 30 X 110cm. Under the glass
filters a sheet of colourless glass is mounted at a distance of 5cm, acting as a heatfilter.A
simple diagram of one compartment is given in fig. 1. A small 25W fan is mounted light
proof inthefront wallof eachcompartment, removingwarm airfrom thespacebetweenthe
filters and the glass. The front wall of each compartment is partly removable, the back is
closed bydark blankets.Twozinctrays,halffilledwithvermiculite andwateron thefloorof
every compartment maintain a nearly constant relative humidity of about 75%.Thetemperatureintheequipment iscontrolled bythesamemercuryrelay that controls theroomtemperature by operating a fan drawing in outside air during winter, and blowing out warmair
during summer. The normal working temperature of the equipment is 20 ± 1°C. In cases
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FIG. 1. Simplifieddiagramofoneofthecompartmentsofthesupplementarylightequipment.
Left:frontview;right:sideview.
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FIG. 2. Spectral characteristicsof the
compartments in the supplementary
light equipment. Broken lines: emission spectra of the light sources, dotted lines: transmission curves of filters,full-drawn lines: spectral energy
distribution of thefilteredlight.
A: violetlightcompartment,I
B: bluelightcompartment,
C: greenlightcompartment,
D: redlight compartment,
E: infrared compartment.

that the outdoor temperature rises tohighvalues duringsummerit wassometimes necessary
to set therelay at higher temperatures, up to 25 °C,because at the lower settings the temperaturecontrol wasnolongereffective. Ifso, thiswasdoneduringthewholeofanexperiment,
anditwill bementioned inthedescription.
Sincethefirstdescription of theequipment (I.e.) afewchangeshave beenmadeinthelight
sources and thefilters,in order to improve the spectral purity and to increase the intensity
of thecoloured light. Some of these alterations will be briefly discussed.
In theviolet compartment, the 7 bluefluorescenttubes used originally have been replaced
by 4fluorescenttubes of the "blue-actinic" type, which have become available since. The
peak of thefluorescentemission of these tubes is around 400n\w, which results in a higher
intensityinthecompartment, because alargerpartof theemissionistransmitted bytheblue
andvioletfilters.Also, ahigherspectral purity is obtained sincemuch less radiation of wave
lengths from 450-500m^is present. Fig.2A gives the curves of the ultimate emission in the
violet light compartment as it is at present. The lamps in the violet compartment were
changed on 18-4-'52. In all experiments after thatdatetheimprovedvioletwasused. Itwas
found that the effects of the original violetweredue to contamination with blue light. After
theimprovement in-spectralpurity thesimilarity in the effects of blue and violet was less
obvious.
The blue light compartment still has the original combination of4bluefluorescenttubes,
andablueglassfilter,yielding bluelight of satisfactory intensity andspectral purity (fig.2B).
Thegreenlightcompartmentalsoisusedinitsoriginalform,having4greenfluorescenttubes
andanarrowgreenfilter,thespectral characteristics ofwhicharegiveninfig.2C.
Intheyellowlightcompartmentthathastwo 140Wsodiumlampsaslightsources,another
filter (no7) and a greenfilterhave been added to the no7filterthat was in use before. The
[12]
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latter filter mainly absorbs the near infrared. The addition of a narrow green filter reduced
the relative intensity of the redNe-lines inthe visible part of the spectrum, while the second
no7 filter results in a further reduction of the near infrared. Since the visible radiation is
mainlyconcentrated inthesodiumdoubletat589m/z,agraphical presentation of thespectral
characteristics of the yellow light seems unnecessary. The red compartment is used in its
original form, having4redfluorescenttubesandaredfilter.Thespectralcharacteristics ofthe
redlight aregiven infig.2D.
The infrared compartment, withsix 60Wincandescent lamps as light sourceshas beenimprovedbytheadditionofa5cmlayerofwater(65);thisservedtoreducethelongwavelength
infrared, without anappreciable decreaseof theintensity of thenearinfrared ofwave lengths
of700-800m/i.Acombinationofaredandabluefilterisusedtocutoffthe visible radiation.
The spectral characteristics of the infrared compartment are given in fig. 2E. The filter c in
this figure is a no7 filter, absorbing far infrared.
The maximum light intensity obtainable in the compartments is about 2000ergs/cm2/sec.
The size of the equipment easily allows variation of the intensity of irradiation by changing
distancebetweenplantsandlamps. Moreover,sometimes,partofthelampswereswitched off.
In graphs presenting experimental results, the various spectral regions used are indicated
bytheiropticalcentres.Thesepointsareasfollows:violet400m//,blue460m/u,green550m//,
yellow 590mju,red660mju,andinfrared 760m/x.
Each experiment in which supplementary coloured light was applied, had two controls:
one lot of plants received additional white light of the same intensity as the supplementary
coloured light, andone lot wasplaced in darkness duringequal periods. The white light was
obtained from a single daylight type 40Wfluorescenttube, without any filtering.
4. THEEQUIPMENT FOR COLOURED LIGHTOFHIGHINTENSITIES
The light intensity in the equipment described in the preceding section is not sufficiently
high to grow plants in this light only. To this purpose another type of equipment was built
that has already been described in (79). It also received some extension since.
Atpresentitconsistsof7lightcabinetssetupinaseparatebuildingof3 X 8m.Thewindows
of this building are screened, and the walls and ceiling have been painted black, to avoid
reflections that would decrease the spectral purity of thelight inthecabinets.
Thecabinetsare uniformandconsist of two
CHOKES
parts(fig. 3).The inner partistheplantchamber, 110cm long, 35cm wideand85cmhigh.
The plant chamber consists of an iron frame,
FILTERS
the lower 10cm of which is sheet iron. The
remainder of the side walls and the top have
colourlessglass,mountedairtight.Metaldoors
were made in the front and back which are
air tight also. As in normal usethedoorsare
kept ajar, screens havebeen mounted around
the doors to prevent stray light from entering
thecabinets. Glassfiltersaremounted in rims
along the edges of the colourless glass of side
wallsandtop.
The outer partcarries thelight sourcesand
theirballastsandisplacedovertheplantchamber, but not connected to it, so that itcanbe
takenawayorreplacedwithoutmuchdifficulty.
Atpresent,thesevenunitsaresetupinarow;
theyareseparated byboardscreenssuspended
fromtheceiling and reaching tothebottomof
GAS
thecabinets.
SUPPLY
The blue-violet light cabinet has 20fluoreTUBES
scent tubes ofthe"blue-actinic"typeandblue
filter glasses.Themaximumenergyinthetransmittedlight isabout400iry*.Thespectralcha- FIG. 3. Simplified diagram of a lightcabinet
racteristicsareshowninfig.4A.A"blue" light
of the highintensity equipment,
cabinet has been added since the first description. Ithas 30bluefluorescenttubesandblueglassfilters. Thenumberof tubesishigher
than in the other cabinets because bluefiltersof satisfactory spectral characteristics usually
[13]
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have low transmission values. The maximum energy in the transmitted light is at about
460m/u. Fig.2Bshows the spectral characteristics of the blue light cabinet.
The green light cabinet has 20green fluorescent tubes, combined with yellow glass filters.
Theyellowfiltersabsorbthevioletandbluemercurylinespresentintheemissionofthefluorescent tubes.Thespectral characteristics of thegreen light cabinet aregiven infig.4B.
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FIG. 4. Spectral characteristics of the cabinets in
the high intensity equipment. Broken lines: emission curves of light sources; dotted lines:transmission curves of filters; full-drawn lines:spectral
energy distribution of thefilteredlight.
A: violet light cabinet,
B: green light cabinet,
C: r e d + infrared cabinet,
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E: whitelight cabinet.
Blue light cabinet: spectral characteristics as in
fig.2B.

The yellowlight cabinet hasfive140W sodium lamps as light sources and orange filters to
eliminate the blue and green lines of sodium and neon, the latter gas also occurring in the
discharge tubes. Thus, almost all visible radiation in this cabinet is concentrated in the Nadoublet at 589m/u,so that it seems superfluous to give further spectral characteristics. The
red light cabinet can be fitted out with 2types of red fluorescent tubes, of which 20 can be
mounted. One type has its fluorescence maximum near 620mjz, the other at about 660m^.
The latter has been used in all experiments reported in this paper. A red glass filter cutting
off at about 610m/*absorbs the blue, green and yellow mercury lines present in the emission
of the redfluorescenttubes.Thecharacteristic curves are presented infig.4D.
Theinfrared cabinetcanbeusedintwoways.Atpresent,thirty40Wincandescent lampsare
used aslight sources.Sinceplants cannot grow in infrared radiation alone,a suitable amount
of red light, in thewavelength region from 610to 700m/iisalsoallowed topassthefilter,so
that the intensity of the photosynthetically active light is the same as in the other cabinets.
Besidesthis,thelighthas a high content of near infrared. The cabinet can beused ina second
waybyaddingblueglassfilterstotheredones.Thisresultsinnearinfrared, from 700-1200nyi,
without photosynthetically active red radiation. So far, this method has not been used, since
in this set-up the plants would have to befed sugar to enable their growth, which introduces
[14]
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experimental difficulties, andmoreoverwouldnotguaranteeplantsquitecomparabletothose
grown in theother compartments. Fig.4 C shows the spectral characteristics of the infrared
cabinetwithandwithout theblue filter.
Theseventhcabinetservesasawhitecontrol. Eightdaylight typefluorescenttubeswithout
filtering yield white light of the same intensity as the light in the coloured cabinets. Fig.4E
shows thespectralenergy distribution of thewhitelight.
The equipment is operated by electrically wound spring-driven time switches permitting
anydesiredcombinationofphotoperiodanddarkperiod,providedthecycleis 12 or24hours.
The plants are placed in earthenware dishes or pots and they are watered twice daily. Recordingsofrelativehumidityshowedthatitvariedfrom71-78%. Thetemperaturecontrolis
twofold. Duringthephotoperiod,thetemperaturesintheplantchamberstendtoincreaseand
without control settleatabout 15CC aboveroom temperature. Bymeans of amercuryrelay,
connected to a thermoregulator, apowerful fan removes airfrom theroom, so that thetemperature increase is largely prevented. The thermoregulator is placed in one of the cabinets
andthetemperatureintheothercabinetscanbeadjusted byopening the doorsmore orless,
for which different catches at the doorhandles are provided. Screens have been mounted
aroundthedoorstopreventstraylightfromentering.
In this way, in the various cabinets the temperature during the photoperiod is kept constanttowithin 1CC.Duringthedarkperiod,thetemperaturetendstodrop,andalowerlimit
isset up byasecond thermoregulatorthatswitches onelectricheaters when thenighttemperaturedropsbelowacertainpre-setvalue. Inthisway,dayandnighttemperaturescanbeset
independently,providedtheoutsidetemperatureisbelowthephotoperiodtemperatureduring
thecorrespondingpartofthe24-hourcycle.Forthisreasonthephotoperiodwasgivenduring
the natural night inmost of theexperiments.
The construction of theunits is such that the total light intensity in the plant chambers is
virtually the same everywhere, so that this equipment affords the possibility to grow plants
inlightof well defined quality andequalintensityandunderconstantconditions of daytemperature, night temperature, light intensity, relative humidity, over long periods.
Upto now, for practicalreasonsthecabinetsareadjustedtoequalenergyvalues,sothatin
thevarious spectral regions theplantsreceivedifferent numbersof quanta perunit time.The
intensityintheviolet,e.g.,shouldbeincreasedbyabout 55% overthat intheredtoequalize
the quantum intensity in both regions. However, sincethe intensityintheblueisthelimiting
factorinaimingatstillhigherlightintensities,quantaintensityequalization isonlypossible by
sacrificing still more of thepotential intensity in thered,yellow andgreenregions, which,so
far, was considered impracticable, although equal quantum intensity would have to bepreferredaboveequalenergyintensity.
5. METHODSOFLIGHTMEASUREMENT
All light measurements are being made with a calibrated thermopile first, later on light
intensities aremostly checkedwith barrier-layerphotocells, calibrated against the thermopile
for thevarious spectral regions. The thermopile is a MOLL large surface thermopile, and
has been calibrated at the Physical Laboratory of the University of Utrecht; its sensitivity
is0.36 V/Watt/cm2. A KIPPportablegalvanometerisusedtomeasurethethermopileoutput.
Thesensitivityofthegalvanometerwaschecked
1 KA
regularly during measurements by calibration
Vv\ 1
voltagesfrom a voltage divider. The circuit is
lOKii
showninfig.5.Thesensitivityofthethermopile
isessentiallyindependentofthewavelengthof
100KA
the light within the range transmitted by the
•WVMA
glass cover, and it can be used for measuring
^
•
'
energies in various spectral regions. All light
_
iown
intensitiesgivenhere,areobtainedinthisway.
|
f
• !^ j
Theyareintensitiesintherangeof400-700imi,
unlessstatedotherwise.Theinfrared wassepa1.SV
ratedfrom thevisiblebygiving"dark"withan
FIG. 5. Circuitusedforlightmeasurements
RG 8filterof SCHOTT (Jena) whichfilterhasa
withthermopile.TH= thermopile,
steep short wave length cut-off very near 700
G = galvanometer.
mju, and freely transmits infrared radiation of
wave length region from 700-2800m/i.Acorrection for thereflection lossesintroduced bytheuseofthe RG 8filterwas madeby giving
"light" with a WG 3filter.In this way, by using otherfilters,the percentage radiation in
narrow wave length bands in the visible region has also beenmeasured.
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Two types of radiation meters with photocells are used. One, aflat meter, has onebarrier
layer photocell covered by a slightly spherical opaline glass cover, so that the apparatus
obeys the cosine law. The other is a apherical light meter, with two barrier-layer photocells
back to back, eachcovered byopaline glass consisting of ahemisphere on a short cilindrical
part, anddimensioned so thatthemeterisneartocomplete independence of the direction of
the light. It has been described in detail by WASSINK and VAN DER SCHEER (76). Both light
meters are used with micro-ammeters having 50n amp full scale deflection, and 1500Ohms
internal resistance. Of course, they have to be calibrated for every individual type of light
source, because of thedependence of sensitivity on spectral energy distribution.
In the white light equipment, intensities were measured as incident on aflatsurface since
mostof thelightcomesfrom above.Thesameappliesforthesupplementary lightequipment.
Intheequipmentforcolouredlightofhighintensity,however,themeasurementoflightintensities is somewhat complicated. The light intensity is the same at almost every place in the
plant chamber, but at each position the light comes from nearly all directions. Since the
receiverof ourthermopileisflat,alargenumberofmeasurementsatevenly distributedangles
weremadetosimulateaspherical receiver.Thesemeasurements wereaveragedandthengave
theinfluxofradiationintoasphereof 1 cm2surface. Forreasonsofconformity thisexpression
isconvertedinto:thelightinflux intoaspherewithacrosssectionareaof 1 cm2;thisinvolves
multiplication with afactor 4. This way of measuring light intensity requires much timeand
work, and cannot be used when the greater part of the space in the cabinets is occupied by
plants.Forthesereasonsthesphericallightmeterwithphotocells, calibrated inevery spectral
region isusedinroutinechecksof lightintensity. Because of thedimension inwhichthelight
energy is expressed (ergs/sec/cm20sphere) and because the light is monochromatic the intensity cannot begiven in terms of lux or foot candles. Even the comparison between white
light of an intensity of, e.g.,4000ergs/cm2/sec. and 4000ergs/sec/cma0sphere is not very
easy, butitisquitesurethataplant inthelatterintensity absorbsmuchmoreenergy thanin
thefirst.A plant growing in thefirstlight intensity absorbs4000ergs/sec/cm2ofverticalprojection.Inthesecondlightintensityaplantabsorbs4000ergs/sec/cm2oftotalsuperficial area;
thisismuch morethantheverticalprojection inplantswithanappreciablevertical extension.
When two wave length regions were mixed, thermopile measurements of light intensity
weremade,firstwiththe light source supplying onewavelength region, thenwith thesource
supplying the other region. In this way percentages of both components could be computed
accurately at thesamespot atwhich theplantswereexposed.
CHAPTERIV

PHOTOPERIODIC AND FORMATIVE EFFECTS
OF SUPPLEMENTARY LIGHT OF VARIOUS WAVE LENGTH
REGIONS IN CRUCIFERAE
1. INTRODUCTION

Theresultsobtainedinexperimentsinwhichashortdayinwhitelightofhigh
intensity was supplemented by coloured light of low intensities show that the
effect of the supplementary light can be divided roughly into two reactions:a
photoperiodicreactionasaresultofthechangeindaylengthbythesupplementary irradiation, and a number of formative effects not primarily dependent on
lengthofday,butduetothepresenceorabsenceofspecificwavelengthregions
inthesupplementarylight.Ofcoursethephotoperiodiceffects onlyoccurwhen
photoperiodically sensitive plants receive supplementary irradiation with light
of wave length regions active in the photoperiodic reaction. In some cases
experimentshavebeendesignedto determinewhetherthereisadirectrelationshipbetween formative and photoperiodic effects.
Sofar,inalmostallcasesinwhichthespectraldependenceofthephotoperiodic
reaction wasinvestigated it was reported that the spectral region 520-700 mjti
wasvery active, with a smaller activity of the blue and violet regions. FUNKE
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(18, 19,20,21)wasthefirsttoobservethat inmanyplants,mostlybelongingto
the Cruciferae blue radiation was active, and red was not. However, these
observations stood quite alone, and in view of the limitations in his methods
their value was open to some doubt. In the course of the present investigation
this observation was confirmed and extended. No activity of the infrared was
everfound exceptintheworkstartedinthislaboratory (77),andmorerecently,
byBORTHWICKetah(8).Someoftheearlierresultsmentioned belowhavebeen
beendescribedinpreliminarycommunications(65,77,78)butwillbegivenhere
also for the sake of completeness.
2. SPECTRAL DEPENDENCE OF THE PHOTOPERIODIC REACTION

Thefirstplanttestedfor thespectraldependenceofitsphotoperiodicreaction
wasBrossica Rapaf. oleifera subf. annua, (77,78).Thisplant, asall Cruciferae
tested so far in this laboratory, is not qualitative in its long day reaction but
initiates flower primordia under short day conditions in the course of time;
however, theseflowerprimordia grow out only very slowly. Flower primordia
initiation was found to be quicker in blue, violet, and infrared additional
irradiation (77). Table 1shows that in this plant blue supplementary light is
most active in prolonging the short day; violet and infrared show a slightly
smaller effectiveness. The light of the spectral region 520-700 mu shows no
promotion offlowering,the plants are the same as the controls,receiving only
a short day.Thisexperiment wasmademany timesbefore and after the oneof
which the results are summarized in Table 1.
TABLE1
Photoperiodic response to supplementary light of various wavelengthregions inthe longday
plant Brassica Rapa L. var., at an intensity of 1000ergs/cm2/sec, given during 8hours per
day, after ashort dayinstrongwhite light ( 1 0 + 8 hours treatment). Number of days after
thestart ofthetreatment untilflowerbuds(resp.flowers)wereobserved in50% of theplants.
Takenfrom(77).
Wave length region of supplementary light

Flower buds

Violet

i

#

Flowers

13
12
>37
> 37
>37
23

25
22

15
>37

28

^^

36

In one of the experiments the growing points were dissected and examined
microscopically after 2, 5,and 8 days of treatment. For this experiment very
youngplantswereused, olderplants havinginflorescence primordia evenwhen
the usual precaution of growing them in a 10hour day is taken. After 8days
someoftheplantsineverytreatmenthadinflorescenceprimordia.Thisindicates
that the differences obtained in thefloweringbehaviour probably are mainly
due to differences in the speed with which the primordia develop further; with
thislimitationconcerningthenatureofthereaction, FUNKE'Sobservation could
thusbereproduced andextendedtotheinfrared sensitivity,underbetter defined
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conditionsofcontrolledenvironmentandspectralpurity.Itwillbedemonstrated
later onthat thefloweringreaction ofthiscruciferous plant,and probablyofall
Cruciferae, showsdeviationsinitsmechanismthat donot occurinplants ofthe
red-sensitive group.It was ofconsiderable interest to seehow other Cruciferae
would react under our experimental conditions.
SinapisalbaL. and Iberiscoronaria L. var. Empress were taken as further
representatives of this family.
Sinapisalbawassownon10-l-'52. Thesupplementaryirradiation, ina 10+ 8
hours treatmentstarted on 10-2-52. Measurements weremade after 32and 39
days of treatment. Some of the results are given in Table2.
TABLE2
DegreeoffloweringinSinapisalba L.asdependentonwavelengthofsupplementarylightin
a 10 + 8hourstreatment. Measurements of 13-3-52 and20-3-52 (after 32and39daysof
treatmentrespectively). Averagesof 8 plants.Takenfrom(65).
Wave lengthregion of
supplementary light

Degree offloweringafter
32days of treatment

Degree offloweringafter
39days of treatment•

3.30
7.25
0.37
0.75
0.75
3.75

7.50
9.50
2.75
2.75
3.00
5.50

3.75
0.75

5.50
2.00

Violet

Red
White
Dark

In Table 2and in some subsequent Tables, the stage of development of the
growingpoint isexpressed as "degree offlowering".This istheaveraged score
of the plants on a scale, ranging from 0, completely vegetative, to 10, open
flowers; (0:vegetative, 1:just visible microscopical inflorescence primordia, 2:
inflorescence primordia, 3: floral primordia, 4: advanced floral primordia, 5:
flower buds onlyjust visible to the naked eye, 6:flowerbuds visible, 7: many
flowerbuds easily visible, 8: elongated flower stalk, 9: flower buds opening,
10:openflowers).EspeciallyinthecaseofCruciferae,inwhichphotoperiodism
seemsmanifest onlyasaquantitativereaction,orwhenlimitationsinthenumber
ofplants did not permit themicroscopical examination ofthegrowingpoint in
the early stages, this arbitrary scale proved quite useful.
Thedata,compiled in Table 2, clearly indicate that in Sinapis alba,too, the
blue, violet and infrared wave length regions are active in the photoperiodic
reaction, while the region 520-700 m/u hardly showed any activity at all, as
compared with the dark controls,
IntheexperimentswithIberiscoronariavar.Empressthesametreatmentwas
given as in the previously described experiments. The treatments started on
21-4-'52.Measurements weremade after 8,24,and38days of treatment. Some
of the results are summarized in Table3.
ThereactionofIberiscoronariaisverysimilartothatofSinapisalba,withthis
difference that thelongdayrequirementisevenlesspronounced. Even so,there
isnopromotingeffect oftheregion520-700mfionflowering,ascompared with
the dark controls.
[18]
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TABLE3
DegreeoffloweringinlberiscoronariaL.var.Empressasdependentonwavelengthofsupplementarylight,ina 10-f 8hourstreatment.Observationsof29-4-'52,15-5-52and29-5-52,
after 8, 24and 38days of treatment respectively.
Wave length region
of supplementary light

Blue
Red
White

Degree of flowering
after 8days

after24days

after38days

2.25
6.25
3.75
2.00
2.50
5.75

5.37
8.75
3.12
3.80
4.37
6.62

9.37
10.00
4.50
5.87
6.50
8.87

3.50
2.00

4.24
3.30

8.00
5.33

3. FORMATIVEREACTIONS

Thefirstevidence of formative effects was obtained with Brassica Rapa L.
f.oleiferasubf.annua,inthesameexperimentsthat were made to determine the
spectral dependence ofthephotoperiodic reaction (77).Stemelongation, and a
change in leaf form occurred in the plants receiving violet, blue or infrared
supplementary irradiations. Later experiments have shown that the formative
effects in this plant are at least partly correlated with the development and
growth of thefloralprimordia. In section 4 of this chapter it will be shown
that it is impossible to separate the formative and photoperiodic reactions
completely.Fig.1 of(77)demonstratesmoreoverthatwithviolet,blueorinfrared
supplementary irradiations thefirstleavesdo not showtheelongation,whichis
typicaline.g., the6thleaf. However,elongation ofthestem starts immediately
when violet, blue or infrared is given. This is especially evident in the plants
underinfrared supplementaryirradiation;theseplantsflowerfairly late,but the
elongation startsvery early.Forthisreason the aspect of the plants is different
from all others: from thefloweringplants because of the "vegetative" leaves,
and from the non-flowering plants because of the stem that is absolutely
suppressed intheseplants.Theelongatingeffect ofinfrared on theleaves starts
at about the same time asflowering.It seemsjustified to conclude from these
facts that change in leaf form is coupled with thefloweringreaction, but that
stem elongation in this plant can beconsidered as a primary formative effect.
This isalso supported by the fact that the white controls are also shorter than
the"violet", "blue" or "infrared" plantsnotwithstanding thefact that theyare
about equally advanced inflowering.Somemorearguments for the mentioned
assumption willbegiven in later sections of this paper.
Sinapisalbaalsoshowedelongationofthestemwhengivensupplementaryirradiationintheviolet,blue,orinfrared wavelengthregions.In thisCrucifer, also,
stemelongation started before areaction ofthegrowingpoint wasvisible.This
is evident from Table 4,in which the stem length data are compiled, obtained
intheexperiment, thephotoperiodic data ofwhichhavebeengiveninTable2.
From a comparison of these data it is quite evident that apart from the
increase in stem length owing to the formation of a flower stalk, there is a
marked elongating effect of blueand infrared. Thisis seen at once,when,e.g.,
[19]
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thestemlengthsanddegreeoffloweringoftheplantsininfrared, whiteanddark
after 39days are compared. The white and dark controls have about the same
stem length, viz.237 and 207.5 mm respectively, whereas there is a marked
difference in the degree offlowering(5.5and 2.0, respectively). However, the
plants in infrared havethe same degree offloweringas thewhitecontrols, viz.
5.5,but thestem lengthis365 mm, which ismuch more than that ofthewhite
controls.
TABLE4
StemlengthinSinapisalba, asdependentonwavelengthofsupplementarylight,ina 10+ 8
hourstreatment. Measurementsof 13-3-52and20-3-52 (after 32and38daysoftreatment,
respectively).Averageof8 plants.Takenfrom(65).
Wave length region of
supplementary light

Stem length inmm
after 32 days of treatment

Violet

Red
White
Dark

after 38days oftreatment

221
377
176
198
175
296

265
478
218
233
224
365

194
168

237
208

IberiscoronariaL.var.Empressshowsmuchthesamereaction,asisindicated
by the results in Table 5. This plant also has a certain stem length, even in
non-flowering condition. It can be concluded from Table 3, that the photoperiodic reaction in this plant isevenlessclear than in Sinapisalbaor Brassica
Rapa var., but there still is a distinct promoting effect of blue and infrared
supplementary irradiation. The difference between thedark and white controls
is smaller. Notwithstanding this weak reaction, the same reasoning as in the
case of Sinapisalba can be applied to demonstrate that in this plant also
distinct stem elongation results from blue and infrared supplementary irradiation, apart from thefloweringreaction.
TABLE 5
Stem length in Iberis coronaria var.Empress, as affected by supplementary light of various
spectral regions ina 10+ 8 hourstreatment. Measurements of 29^-'52, 15-5-52, and295-52, after8,24and38daysrespectively.
Stemlength inmm
Wave length region
of supplementary light
Violet
Blue
Red
White
Dark

after 24days

after 38days

49.5
79.5
48
47
43
79

138
233
120
155
155
209

207
304
172
234
221
292

42
47

140
127

197
188

after 8days

[20]
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4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEENPHOTOPERIODIC AND FORMATIVE EFFECTS

As has been emphasized in the preceding sections, some of the formative
reactions have to be correlated withflowering.This is especially true for the
change in leaf form in Brassica Rapa,in the upper leaves of plants receiving
supplementary irradiation from violet, blue or infrared wave length regions.
The elongation and the change in shape always coincide with the growth of a
flower stalk. Ontheother hand thestemelongation wasshownto beaprimary
formative effect occurring before theflowerprimordia grow out. Experiments
weredesignedtoinvestigatethecorrelation ofthesephenomena. It was thought
thattheformative reactionsmightbeindependent ofdaylength,sothatsupplementaryirradiationextendingaveryshort daytoatotaldaylengthof 12hours,
would inhibit flower formation, but might still promote the elongation of the
stem in violet, blue and infrared.
Brassica Rapavar. was subjected to such a treatment of 8 hours of white
light of high intensity (22.500ergs/cm2/sec) supplemented by 4 hours irradiation withvarious spectralregionsatanintensity of 1000 ergs/cm2/sec. Thus
the total photoperiod per dailycycledid not exceed 12hours.The stem length
of the plants grown under these conditions has been given in Table 6.
TABLE6
Stemlengthof Brassica Rapavar. inan8+ 4hourstreatment, asaffected bywavelengthof
supplementary light. Measurements of 10-5-50, 19-5-50, l-6-'50 and6-6-'50 (after 22,31,
43, and48days of treatment respectively).
Stem length in mm, after different durations of treatment
Wave length region
of supplementary light
after 22days
after 31days
after 48days
after 43days
Violet .
Blue .
Green .
Yellow
Red. .
Infrared
White
Dark

26
32

137

6
4
24

60
69
19
16
13
58

133

179
215
32
35
28
149

6
3

20
20

29
44

38
42

12

165
21

26
18

From these data it is quite evident that the elongating effect of blue and infrared radiationstillexistswhenthesupplementarylightisgivenwithintheshort
day.However, inthisexperiment,visibleflowerbuds developed in blueafter 36
days,inviolet after 40daysand ininfrared after 42days oftreatment. After 48
daysoftreatmentopenflowerswereobservedintheplantsreceivingbluesupplementary light. No flower buds or flowers could be observed in red, yellow,
green,orinthewhiteanddarkcontrols.Thewhitecontrolreceivedinitssupplementary white light about \ of the energy in the blue that the blue plants
received.
This remarkable behaviour that a long day plant flowers under short day
conditions, provided an irradiation with light of suitable wave length regions
was included in the short photoperiod, gave a good reason to attempt at a
further reduction of the day length.
In subsequent experiments itwastriedtogrowBrassicaRapavar.onaphotoperiod of 5+ 4hours. This was not very successful since the total amount of
[21]
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FIG. 6.
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lightprobablywastoolowfor normalgrowth.However,ascanbeseeninfig.6,
it wasquite clear that theelongatingeffect of blue and infrared supplementary
irradiation still existed under the conditions of this experiment. The growth of
the plants was rather irregular, and the treatment had to be continued for a
relativelylongtimebecauseoftheslowgrowth sothat not muchabsolutevalue
canbeattachedtothefollowingcountsofflowerbudsafter 79daysoftreatment:
violet: 7, blue: 16,green: 2,yellow: 10,red: 9,infrared: 19,white: 7, dark: 2
flowerbuds per4plants.Theflowerbudsdid not openand dried outafter some
time. Theie is reason to suppose that the difference in the number of flower
buds between the plants in blue and infrared, andin the other treatments was
significant since this was found both times theexperiment wasmade.
5. DISCUSSION

From the results given in this chapter it seemsjustified to conclude that in
most Cruciferae the photoperiodic reaction is governed by a mechanism of
which thephotoreceptive part should absorb light ofwavelengthregions from
400-500 and from 700-900 m/*.The combination of the results of the present
investigation and the fact that to the author's knowledge no Cruciferae have
beenfound toreactphotoperiodically tothered,yellowand greenregionsgives
sufficient ground for this assumption. As has been pointed out in preliminary
papers (78,65)an antagonistic effect oflightofthewavelengthregion500-700
m/z is involved in the overall reaction to whitelight,but for the discussion of
that phenomenon reference ismade to Chapter VIofthis paper.
It has been shown in a number of experiments described above that the formative effect of stem elongation must be considered as a primary effect of the
supplementary violet, blue and infrared irradiation. However, it has not been
possible to separate the stem elongation from a promotion offlowering,not
even under short day conditions that are strongly inhibitory to flowering
normally. Aswillbeshownlater on, thestemelongation inred-sensitive plants
like spinach, is brought about by the change in the growing point and it has
proven impossible to bring out the stem by a formative effect. It is suggested
thatthisdifference mightoffer anindicationastothenatureofthephotoperiodic
reaction in Cruciferae. It seems that in representatives of this family flowering
is promoted by an elongation of the stem brought about by the action of
specific wave length regions, more or lessindependent of the day length. Only
when white light is given there seems to be some importance of the length of
day.It has been suggested previously that thiseffect ofthe length of daycould
[22]
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be explained by the antagonism mentioned above (65), assuming that the
red-reactionissubject to a time effect, which might be due to variations in the
amount of substrate at the disposal of thepigment system, or to a saturation of
secondary reactions. If the blue-infrared-reaction in the Cruciferaedoes not
have such a time effect, the length of day would be decisive for the position of
theequilibrium between thered-and blue-infrared-reactions.
CHAPTER v

PHOTOPERIODIC AND FORMATIVE EFFECTS OF
SUPPLEMENTARY LIGHT OF VARIOUS WAVE LENGTH REGIONS
IN NON-CRUCIFEROUS PLANTS
1. INTRODUCTION

The spectral dependence of the photoperiodic reaction has been investigated
in many plants. However, the methods vary considerably: from the simple
experiments made by FUNKE (18) who used day light, filtered by coloured
glasses,to the elaborate spectrograph^ method employed by BORTHWICKet al
(47)is a long way. Between these two extremes many other methods have been
used. It is surprising that nevertheless most investigators reached the same
conclusion or obtained data that could be explained on the basis of this conclusion.Generally,itwasfound that expecially thered part of the spectrum had
the greatest activity, closely followed by the yellow and green regions. Sometimes,whenhighamountsoflight energywereused,or when the energyrequirement of the photoperiodic reaction ofthe plant wasvery low,it wasfound that
the blue region was equally active, but in most cases this did not disprove the
smaller efficiency usually attributed to the blue region. BORTHWICK et ah (47)
usinga large sizespectrograph, have been able to measure action spectra of the
photoperiodic reaction inanumber ofplants.Theinitiation offlowerprimordia
was employed as a criterium. Following the wave length scale from red to
violet, their action spectra show a maximum effectiveness in the red (about
640m(x),a gradual decrease of efficiency up to about 550mjjt, thenasteep fall,
resultinginaminimumatabout470m[x,followed bya small rise up to the short
wave length limit of the equipment (400 m\£).At the red end of the spectrum
they found a verysteepfall ineffectiveness beyond 680m[x,and no effectiveness
in the infrared (cf. also discussion in Chapter VI).
2 . SPECTRAL DEPENDENCE OF THE PHOTOPERIODIC REACTION

Two plants have been tested which could be expected to show a definite
reaction to day length, viz. Cosmos bipinnatus CAV., a short day plant, and
Spinaciaoleracea, var. Nobel, a long day plant. Both plants have been used in
several experiments, but only the results of one of them will be given, as the
resultsprovedtobeexactlyreproducible.Table7summarizestheresults obtaind
in a typical experiment with Cosmosbipinnatus, in which a 14hour dark period
was interrupted by 2-hour exposures to light of various spectral regions, at
an intensity of 1000ergs/cm2/sec. The interruptions were applied in the beginning, near the middle, or at the end of the dark period.
[23]
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TABLE7
Degree offloweringof Cosmos bipmnatus CAV. receiving 2-hour exposures to supplementary
light at the beginning (I),nearthemiddle (II), orat the end (III) of a 14 hour dark period.
Intensity of supplementary light: 1000ergs/cm2/sec. Observations of 13—3—'52,after 40days
of treatment.Takenfrom(65).
JDegreeof flowering
Wave length region
of supplementary light
Violet
Blue
Red
White
Dark

I

II

III

7.25
8.00
0.75
0.00
0.75
8.25

4.25
5.75
0.00
0.50
0.00
9.00

6.75
8.00
1.25
0.50
1.75
7.50

0.00
8.00

0.00
8.00

1.00
8.00

From the observations presented in Table 7 two conclusions arise. In the
firstplace there is a slight increase in effectiveness of the light interruption if it
isgiven near the middle of the dark period, as has been found before by several
other workerscf9 e.g. (47). It isalso obvious that in thisplant themiddle region
of the spectrum, from 520-700mfx is very active in the photoperiodic reaction.
The violet, 390-430 mjx is slighly more effective than the blue region in the
suppression offlowering,whereas the infrared does not inhibit flowering at all,
as compared with the dark controls.The region 520-700 mjji shows the greatest
effectiveness. This picture is in complete accordance with the action spectra
obtained by BORTHWICK et al.9with some other plants (67, 47, 49). In later
experiments BORTHWICK et al. (8) found an antagonistic effect of the infrared
in the photoperiodic reaction of Xanthium. This antagonism will be discussed
in Chapter VI,but here attention isdrawn to the fact that under the conditions
of this experiment the increase in flowering of the infrared plants that should
be expected, is absent or in any case very weak. However,this does not necessarilycontradicttheconceptofanantagonism,aswillbeseeninalaterdiscussion.
The long day plant SpinaciaoleraceaL. var. Nobel has also been tested for
thespectraldependence ofitsphotoperiodicreaction.Itwasrun insome routine
experiments in a 10+ 8hours treatment. The supplementary light wasgiven at
an intensity of 1000ergs/cm2/sec. In the experiment, the results of which are
given in Table 8, the treatment started on 11-11-51. From this Table it isevident that this longdayplant also shows the spectral response normally encountered in the photoperiodic reaction. In Spinaciaoleracea, stem length can also
be used as an indication of the flowering reaction, since, in the vegetative condition, the leaves form a rosette. The elongation of the stem isdirectly coupled
withthedevelopmental condition ofthegrowingpoint(see,e.g.,WITHROWetal.
[81, 82,83]).Again the spectralregion 520-700m//isveryactivein this respect,
and the regions 400-500 and > 700mjuonly show a very slight promotion of
flowering, if any at all, especially if the rather high intensities used are taken
into consideration.
Two more plant species have been used in this type of experiments: Lactuca
sativa L., var. "Wonder van Voorburg" and Solarium Lycopersicum L., var.
Vetomold 121.
[24]
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TABLE8
Condition of the growing point, andstem length of Spinacia oleracea L.,var.Nobel after33
days of treatment with 10hours white light and8hours supplementary light of theindicated
wave length regions. Intensity of supplementary light 1000ergs/cm2/sec. Measurements of
14-12-'51. Taken from(65).
Wavelengthregion
of supplementary light
Violet

Red
White

Number of plants
Dissected

Reproductive

Vegetative

20
12
15
18
15
16

11
8
15
18
15
2

9
4

12
16

12
2

Averagestem
length inmm

14

8.9
15.0
45.5
37.0
53.6
4.4

14

50.5
5.1

Lactucasatixahasbeenshowntobephotoperiodically sensitivefor flowering
but varietal differences are known to exist. Thevariety used here showed no
such dependence on length ofday under theprevailing conditions andatleast
for theduration ofthe experiments:itdidnotinitiateflowerprimordia atall.
Therefore, theresults obtained inthis investigation arenotconnected withthe
photoperiodic reaction forflowering,althoughitisnotcertain that this variety
does not have photoperiodic requirements under different experimental conditions.
SolatiumLycopersicum hasbeen found dayneutral bypreviousinvestigators.
This plant wasincluded tosee whether theformative reactions found inplants
that aresensitive todaylength, also occurred indayneutral species, andalso
toinvestigatewhethertheseplants possibly showedamechanismsimilar to that
found in Cruciferae, i.e.,relative insensitivity to length ofdayin white light,
butsensitivitytoisolatedspectralregions.Itturnedoutthatundertheconditions
oftheexperiment,consistingofa 10+ 8hourstreatment,noeffect on flowering
ofeitherdaylengthorwavelengthofsupplementarylightcouldbedemonstrated;
all plants producedflowersatthesameinternode, andthere wasno significant
difference inthetime of flowering.
3 . FORMATIVE REACTIONS TO SUPPLEMENTARY LIGHT
OF VARIOUS WAVE LENGTH REGIONS IN NON-CRUCIFEROUS PLANTS

In theexperiments onthephotoperiodic reaction that have been dealt with
in thepreceding section, a number offormative reactions were observed.
It wasfound, e.g.,that stem length, leaf length, and petiole length, aswellas
the angle between leaves and stem are dependent on the wave length ofthe
supplementary irradiation.
Thefirstreaction ofthis kind wasobserved inthe 10+ 8hours experiments
in theshort dayplant Cosmos bipinnatus. This plant reacted to supplementary
irradiation in the blue and infrared regions with a marked elongation ofthe
internodes growing out after the beginning of the treatment. This elongation
started more orlessimmediately after thebeginning ofthe treatment andwas
evidentinallinternodes formed from that moment uptotheendoftheexperiment,oruptotheformation ofaflowerbud,whichformation stopped terminal
[25]
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FIG. 7. Length of the second internode in Cosmosbiplnnatus, as affected by a 10+ 8hours
treatment with various spectral regions at an intensity of 1000ergs/cm2/sec.

growth.Thisreaction wassoconsistent and quantitative that theinternodes of
Cosmoshavebeenusedinmostoftheexperiments onthenatureand properties
of the formative reaction in the non-cruciferous plants. Because of the uniformityintheresults of the routine experiments, the data obtained in an arbitrary one can be considered representative and consequently only one set of
measurementswillbegivenhere.Fig. 7givesthelengthofthesecond internode
of Cosmos plotted as a function of wave length of supplementary light in a
10T|-8hoursexperiment(takenfrom [78]).Apartfrom thiselongation,another
difference wasnoticed,which,sofar, hasnotbeeninvestigated ingreater detail.
Normally, the stems of Cosmos bipinnatus contain a certain - rather variable amountofanthocyanins,localizedintheepidermis.However, assoon assucha
plant is exposed to blue or infrared additional irradiation, the subsequently
formed internodia are quite free from anthocyanins, in contrast to the plants
receivingsupplementarywhite,red,yellow,orgreenlight,ortothedarkcontrols.
In Cosmos,theleavesdid not show a clear and consistent reaction to the wave
length of the supplementary light.
The long day plant Spinaciaoleracea L., var. Nobel also showed marked
growth responses to thesupplementary irradiation. In thisplant, however, that
invegetativecondition hasarosetteofleavesandaveryshortstem,stemlength
wasnotincreased byblueorinfrared additionalirradiation.Thestemelongated
only after the growing point had become reproductive. Since, under the conditions oftheexperiment this onlyhappened inthe spectralregion520-700m//,
onemightconcludethatinthisplantthemiddleregionofthespectrumpromoted
elongation ofthe stem,a type ofreaction that has not been found in any other
plant used in the present work. That this conclusion is notjustified is demonstrated bythefact that in this speciesno elongation of the stem occurred when
the growing point still was vegetative, and also by the slow start of the elongationascomparedwiththeelongationresulting,e.g.,from blueorinfrared that
starts right away. Thus, it must be concluded that the stem elongation is a
secondary effect, related to thefloweringprocess.
However, there is a distinct effect of the blue and infrared supplementary
radiation onpetiolelength,asisshowninfig.8andinTable9,inwhichthepe[26]
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FIG. 8. Averagelengthofthepetiolesofthe4th(O)andthe6th(O)leafofplantsofSpinacia
oleraceavar. Nobel, as affected by a 1 0 + 8 hours treatment with various spectral
regionsatanintensityof 1000ergs/cm2/sec,after33daysoftreatment.Measurements
ofl4-12-\51.

tiole length of the 4th and the 6th leaf are given.This indicates that this plant
species also contains the mechanism responsible for the blue-infrared reaction,
onlythelocationoftheeffects differs from thatsofarfound inmostotherplants.
The petioles of these leaves have already reached theirfinallength before the
flower stalkstartsto elongate. Moreover, the independence offloweringshown
by this effect isespecially evident from the fact that petiole length in the dark
and white light controls was very similar, although the white control flowered
about as quickly as the plants in red, yellow, and green supplementary light,
whereas thedark controls did notflowerfor theduration oftheexperiment. It
isevidentfrom Table9,that, owingtothisdifference infloweringtendency, the
stem lengthsinthedark and whitelightcontrols showconspicuous differences.
It should be remarked that the phenomenon discussed can only be made
clear by measuring petioles of separate corresponding leaves, not by taking
averagepetiolelengthsofallleavespresent,because,alongwiththedevelopment
TABLE9
Stem length and length of petioles in Spinacia oleracea var. Nobel after 22 and 33 days of a
1 0 + 8hours treatment. Intensity of supplementary light 1000ergs/cm2/sec. Measurements
of4-12-'51 and 14-12-51.
After 33cycles
After 22cycles
Wave length region
Petiole length
Stem length
Petiole length
Stemlength
of supplementary light
mm
(6th leaf)mm
(4thleaf)mm
mm
Violet .
Blue .
Green .
Yellow
Red. .
Infrared

2.3
4.6
10.0
12.6
17.0
2.0

35.5
43.3
32.3
35.2
34.8
41.7

8.9
15.0
45.5
37.0
53.6
4.4

42.3
60.1
34.8
39.5
38.6
59.9

White .
Dark .

18.6
2.2

37.2
36.0

50.5
5.1

42.0
45.1

[27]
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of a flower stalk, a flowering plant develops sessile leaves, whereas a plant in
non-flowering condition, continues producing leaves with petioles so that the
average petiole length in afloweringplant for thisreason islikely to be smaller
than the average petiole length in a vegetative plant of the same age.
Also in Lactuca sativa L., var. "Wonder van Voorburg", marked formative
effects occurred upon supplementary irradiation with blue and infrared wave
length regions.Aswasalready remarked in thepreceding section, thisplant did
not initiate flower primordia in any of the treatments under the prevailing
experimental conditions. Thus it cannot be doubted that the formative effects
observed were due only to the spectral quality of the supplementary light and
had nothing to do with the duration of thephotoperiod, or withflowering.The
influence of the blue and infrared wave length legions became manifest as an
elongation of the stem, contrasting with the normal rosette aspect of the plant,
and as elongation of the leaves, resulting in a change in shape. In this species
it proved possible to bring about stem elongation in plants that normally
have leaf rosettes, without the necessity of disturbing the vegetative condition
of the vegetation point. The results of a typical experiment are presented in
Table 10.
Itwillbenoticed that after verylongduration ofthetreatment the elongation
also startsin thewhiteand dark controls,but at that stagetheblueand infrared
plants have elongated to a very much greater extent (threeorfourfold). It must
beemphasized that theseveryelongated plants had to behandled very carefully
as theywereveryweak. Because of this, it isverywellpossible that towards the
end of the experiment the elongation was limited by other factors than light,
e.g., translocation of photosynthates.
It must also be observed, that two other varieties of'Lactuca,viz."Attractie"
and "Meikoningin" did not show an appreciable stem elongation with blue or
infrared supplementary irradiation. In thesevarieties, the only formative effect
wasfound in leaf length, that wasaffected in awayverysimilar to that, demonstrated in Table 10for the variety "Wonder van Voorburg".
SolanumLycopersicumL., var. Vetomold 121,waschosen as a representative
ofthegroupofphotoperiodically indifferent plants.Itwassubjected toa 10 + 8
hours treatment under the usual conditions. As is evident from Table 11, this
plant species alsoresponds to blueand infrared supplementary irradiation with
TABLE]10
Stem length and leaf length in Lactucasativa var. "Wonder van Voorburg", as affected by
wave length of supplementary light in a 10+ 8hours treatment. Intensity of supplementary
light 1000ergs/cm2/sec. The treatment started on 19-4-'50.
Wave length region
of supplementary light
Violet
Blue
Yellow
Red
White
Dark

Stem length inmm

Averagelengthofleavesinmm

after 49days

after 67days

after 24days

after 31days

120
192
21
28
30
137

212
434
94
65
101
287

105
143
84
84
93
119

106
143
96
92
106
129

21
30

61
44

91
98

109
103

[28]
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TABLE 11
Stem length in Solarium Lycopersicum L., var. Vetomold 121,as affected by wave length of
supplementaryirradiationina1 0 + 8 hourstreatment. Intensityofsupplementary irradiation:
1000ergs/cm2/sec. Measurements of 15-5-52 (after 12days of treatment) and 30-5-52
(after 27days of treatment). Taken from(79).
Wave lengthregion
of supplementary light
Violet
Blue
Red

Stem length inmm
after 12cycles

after 27cycles

66
110
67
63
66
93

120
228
125
126
127
194

72
71

120
117

White

an increase in stem length over that of the dark and white controls, and the
other treatments, which allreached about thesame length.
Again this behaviour ofa photoperiodically indifferent plant isan indication
that theformative reactions canoccur independently ofthe flowering reaction.
Apart from the differences in stem length, no significant differences were
found in number of internodes (variation from 8.87 to 9.75 after 27 days) or
in number ofleaves,leaf length orpetiole length.It should beremarked thatin
this speciesinfrared radiation wasnotquiteaseffective inproducing elongation
as blue. For thelength ofthe5thpetiole it wasfound that theaverage petiole
length in blue was53.0mm,compared with lengths varying from 38.0to41.5
mm intheother treatments, including infrared. More orlessthesame reaction
was found intotal leaf length.Average total leaf lengthinplants receiving blue
supplementary radiation was 188.0mm, as compared with a range of 148to
161mmfor theother treatments.
4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FORMATIVE AND PHOTOPERIODIC EFFECTS
OF SUPPLEMENTARY LIGHT OF VARIOUS SPECTRAL REGIONS

In Cruciferae, it is impossible to separate the flowering reaction from the
elongation occurring in blue and infrared, as has been shown in experiments
described in Chapter IV.In cruciferous species a treatment enhancing elongation also enhances flowering, even when given in a daylength that in itself
inhibits or delays flowering. It seemed worth while to investigate whether in
plants in thered-sensitive group a similar relationship occurs.
In the case of the short day plant Cosmosbipiimatus,the indirect evidence
wasinfavour oftheconcept ofindependent reactions,andacrucial experiment
was designed, with a double purpose: to investigate whether in this speciesthe
formative reaction could also be produced under short dayconditions, andat
the same time to verify whether flowering wasaffected bythespectral composition of supplementary irradiation given within a shortday.
Cosmosplants, germinated and raised under long dayconditions were subjected to a daily cycle of 8+ 4hours, so that they received 8 hours of white
light of high intensity, 4 hours of supplementary light ofvarious wave length
regions, and 12hours of darkness daily.
[29]
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TABLE12
Length of the second internode of Cosmos bipinnatus CAV., inmm,when grown in an 8+ 4
hourstreatment,asaffectedbywavelengthofsupplementarylight.Measurementsof 11-4-51.
Wavelength region of supplementary light

Length of second internode inmm

Violet

73
75
37
25
32
82

Red
White
Dark

43
37

Table 12givesthelength ofthesecond internode of theplantsin thisexperiment.Asonlyaminimum number ofplantsper treatment wasused, viz.4,itis
not possible to give accurate data on thefloweringreaction; on 11—4—*51,57
daysafter thestartofthetreatment,4plantsoutof4floweredindarkandgreen,
3outof4inyellowandwhite,2inred,andonlyoneinviolet,blueand infrared.
All plants had macroscopicflowerbuds.
The results of this experiment, combined with the indications obtained in
10 + 8 hours experiments, prove that the formative reaction can occur independent offlowering.In 10 + 8 hours experiments the second internode
completes its growth before the initiation offlowerprimordia starts. In 8+ 4
hoursexperimentsfloweringseemsindependent ofelongation inalltreatments.
From the experiments discussed in this section, further arguments for the
existenceofanantagonismhavebeenobtained(cf.[78,65]).Fromacomparison
oftheCosmosplantsreceiving10+ 8h.white and8+ 4h. blueitis evident that
theabsenceofexcesselongationinthe10+ 8h.whitetreatmentcannotbedueto
lackofbluelightascomparedwiththe8+ 4h.blueplants,butmustbeascribed
to theaction oftheremainder ofthespectrum that wasgiven simultaneously to
the 10+ 8h.white plants.
5. SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FORMATIVE REACTION

To obtain more information on the formative reaction to blue and infrared
supplementary irradiation, anumber of experiments have been made in which
the influence of the temperature during the dark periods following the supplementary irradiation was studied.
These experiments have been made with Cosmosbipinnatus and Lactuca
sa/zvavar."WondervanVoorburg".Theplantsreceived 10hours of white light
of high intensity and 8 hours supplementary light, both at a temperature of
20°C,followed by6hour dark periods at 5°, 15°or 25°C.
FromTables 13and 14,in which the results of the elongation measurements
in two of these experiments have been summarized, it isevident that in all
treatmentsanincreaseoftemperatureduringthedarkperiodcausedanincrease
in extension growth of internodes and stems, in both Lactuca and Cosmos.
Representative plants of the Lactuca experiment are shown in Plate 1.
Although these measurements cannot be considered on a quantitative basis
because it isnot fully certain that at thesevarious temperatures the elongation
[30]
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TABLE13
Stem length, in mm, of Lactucasativa L.,var."WondervanVoorburg",asaffected by wave
length of supplementary light in a 1 0 + 8 hours treatment and by temperature during the
6-hour dark period. Measurements of 30-6-'51, after 30days of treatment.
Dark period temperature

Wave length region
of supplementary light

5°C

15°C

Violet

138
83
39
45
51
160

203
135
48
46
37
176

292
294
76 ,
109
104
253

White

62
68

106
70

166
140

25°C

wasdetermined bythesamefactor, theysuggestthatinanycasealargeportion
ofthelengthgrowth occurs during the dark period, and that theelongatinginfluence ofblueandinfrared radiationisnotlimitedtotheirradiationperiodbutis
carriedoverintothesubsequentdarkperiod.Thishasbeenshownquantitatively
bydirectgrowthmeasurementsfor Cosmosinternodesinexperiments described
onpage213.Itisnotatallcertainwhetherundertheconditionsoftheexperiment
the wave length region or the temperature limit the elongation.In fact a comparison of the lengths of the 4th and 5th internode in Table 14suggests that
thedifferences duetodifferent darkperiodtemperaturesinanotfully elongated
internode are bigger than in a full grown internode.
It could beexpected that thetemperature has aneffect ontherate of growth
during the dark period. This would result in differences in internode length in
thevarious temperatures before growth iscompleted in all temperatures.This,
however, would not necessarily affect the final internode length, but only the
rate ofgrowth would beinfluenced bytemperature. From thedata inTables13
and 14,itcanbeseenthatgrowthrateaswellasfinalinternodelengthisincreased
by increasing the temperature during the dark period.
TABLE14
Internode length, in mm, of two internodes of Cosmos blpinnatus, the 4th being full grown,
and the 5th not yet fully elongated, as affected by wave length of supplementary light in a
1 0 + 8 hours treatment, and by temperature during the daily 6-hour dark period. Measurementsof22-9-51, after23daysoftreatment.
Wave length region
of supplementary light

4th internode, mm

5th internode,mm

Temperature dark period

Temperature dark period

15

25

Violet .
Blue . .
Green .
Yellow .
Red . .
Infrared

53
75
33
34
41.5
68

68
80
47.5
38
43
76

77
85
38.5
40
55
100

White .
Dark. .

53
38.5

59.5
45.5

74.5
56

[31]

15

15
I

22
51
22
22.5
28
46 .

47.5
58
34
25
33.5
56.5

59
82
29.5
40
41
94

39
27

32
30

65
36
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Astheelongation isalsopromoted byblueandinfrared radiation, and asthe
two effects are additive to a largeextent, it seems logical to conclude that the
blueandinfrared radiationexerttheirinfluencebystimulatingaprocessoccurring
in darkness. This dark reaction is sensitive to temperature. The elongation in
the white controls that was not found in other experiments, is due to the fact
that inthisexperiment incandescent lightwasused for thesecontrol plants, for
supplementary irradiation.
Inordertoobtainmoreinformation ontheprocessofelongationalargenumber of direct short term measurementsweremade.After some preliminary experiments, the internodes of Cosmos were found to bethemostsuitablematerial for-this type of measurement (65a,65b).
An S.I.P. horizontal microscope was used. This microscope has a scale of
0-75 cms,which can be read to 0.02 mm, and eyepiece cross-threads and micrometer that can beread to l(x. Theviewfieldisabout 4mmindiameter.The
microscope was equipped with a small lamp in a brass tube;the light of the
(incandescent) lamp was concentrated by a lens, in the focal plane of the
microscope.Bythisarrangementitwaspossibletomeasuregrowthduringdark
penodswith a minimum of light that, moreover, only touched a small portion
of the stem.Theleavesremained in darkness.Thelight from thislamppassed
throughaG.A.B.Calflexinterferencefilterthatfilteredoutallradiation ofwave
lengths between 690and 1000m/u. The cross threads were set on small dots of
India ink, spaced at regular distances on the internode to be measured. It was
established that the India ink dots did not interfere with growth.
In first measurements it was tried to establish in how far extension growth
should be attributed to celldivision and to eel)elongation, and howthesetwo
typesofgrowtharedistributedoverlightanddarkperiods.AnumberofCosmos
plantsthathadbeengrowinginan 18 hourday,and thathadayounginternode
of about 5mmlengthwereselectedand brought undera 12hour day,atalight
intensity of 25.000erg/cm2/secand a constant temperature of 20°C.On every

11
12
agt in days

FIG. 9. Growth rate, infi/hour of a Cosmosinternode, as a function of age of internode.
Opencircles:growth rate during the photoperiod; closed circles:growth rate during
the darkperiod. Measurements of 5-18-5-53.
[32]
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FIG. 10.

growth
in%/hr.

Growth of a Cosmosinternode in % per hour, as a
function ofageofinternode.
Opencircles:growthrateduringthephotoperiod; closed
circles: growth rate during
the dark period. Measurementsof5-18-5-53.

age in days

change from the light to darkness and back, the length of the internodes was
measured andthiswascontinueduntiltheinternodeshadmatured.Atthesame
time measurements of average cell length of epidermis cells Were made by
counting the number of cellsper viewfieldon various points of the internode.
Infigs.9and 10 growth, in /i/hour and in %/hour respectively, has been
plottedagainsttheageoftheinternode.Thegrowthratesduringthelightperiod
and in darkness havebeenplotted separately. Itwillbeseenthat thesegrowth
ratesare quitedifferent. Growth duringthelightperiod isstrongest in thevery
young internode, after whichit decreases with time to reach a minimum when
theinternodeissixdaysold.Thegrowthrateduringthenightisverylowinthe
younginternode,butincreases above that in thelight after 3-4 days.From the
cellcountsitcould beconcluded that hardlyanycellelongation occurred upto
about the fifth day so that growth up to that time has to be ascribed to cell
division. After the 6th day the cell division was negligible and practically all
growthcould beexplained bytheincreasein celllengththat occurred inpartof
theinternode.
An example of the results of cell counts is given in Table 15.The measurements recorded in this Table have been obtained from plants that had been
under supplementary(10+ 8hours)lighttreatment for 35 days.Boththeyoung
5 mm internodes and the mature internodes had been formed during this
treatment.Theresultsshowthattheelongation ininfrared isdueonlytogreater
cellelongation.Theabsenceofadifference incelllengthinthe 5mm internodes
showsthatduringthecell division stage there isno effect of the supplementary
light. This observation, moreover, explains the results of some preliminary
experiments inwhichitwastriedtomeasuredifferences ingrowthrateofyoung
internodes in red and infrared supplementary irradiation. It was not possible
TABLE15
Average length of epidermis cells inyoung(3days)andold(12days) internodes ofCosmos
bipinnatus,
asaffected bysupplementary red and infrared irradiation, at an intensity of 1000
2
ergs/cm /sec,in a 10+ 8 hours treatment.
Wavelengthregionof
supplementarylight

Matureinternodes
Average length of
epidermis cells

Length of internode in m m

38
69

228± ill

yii±iix
[33]

Younginternodes
Average length of
epidermis cells

Length of internode in mm

55 ±3fi

5.0
5.0

52± 4n
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to find significant differences, but this must have been due to the fact, that the
young internodes still were in the cell division stage.
6. DISCUSSION

The data, presented in the second section of this chapter indicate that in
non-cruciferous plants which are sensitive to day length, the photoperiodic
reaction is most sensitive to radiation of wave lengths from 520-700 mju.This
general conclusion seemsjustified because the small number of plants used in
the present investigation gave results that are merely a further confirmation of
the results obtained in many earlier investigations. The picture given above is
incompleteaccordancewiththeaction spectra forinitiation offlowerprimordia
in Xanthium saccharatum, Hordeum vulgare,Hyoscyamus niger,Soja max, as
obtained by BORTHWICK et at.y and with results obtained by FUNKE (21),
KATUNSKY (30), KLESHNIN (34), SCHAPELLE (60), WITHROW et al. (83)

and

others. This similarity in wave length dependence in a large number of plant
species leads to the assumption of a very widely spread mechanism that may
even be present in all plants.
Theformativereactionsdescribedinsections3,4 and 5 occur independent of
day length or of the initiation of reproductive development, as was demonstrated clearlyintheexperimentswithlettuceand withthedaylengthinsensitive
tomato plants. These formative reactions manifest themselves primarily as excessive cell elongation under the influence of blue and infrared supplementary
irradiation, as was demonstrated for Cosmosinternodes in section 5.The wave
length dependence of this formative effect is more or less complementary to
that of the photoperiodic reaction in non-cruciferous plants.Moreover, it coincideswiththewavelengthdependence of promotion offloweringinCruciferae.
This correlation, combined with the indications obtained for antagonism
between blue and infrared wavelength regions and the middle part of the spectrum(65,78), strongly suggeststhat all these reactionsaregoverned bythesame
photoreceptive mechanism, consisting of two pigments. This photoreceptive
mechanism then should beverywide spread also,if not of universal occurrence
in higher plants. However, only the photoreceptive part has been shown to
occur in a large number of plants; the reactions brought about in different
species are quite different, so that the final reaction might not be of a simple
nature. Of course it is very wellpossible, and even probable, that the pigments
involved control only one, or a fewreactions, producing or regulating the production of one or a few substances. It is very tempting to assume that growth
substances play an important rolein thismechanism, astheformative reactions
bear a great resemblance to effects normally attributed to the action of growth
substances; a further discussion willbe given in Chapter VIII.
CHAPTER VI

ANTAGONISM BETWEEN EFFECTS
OF THE WAVE LENGTH REGION 520-700 m/*, AND THOSE OF
400-500 AND 700-900 m/*
1. INTRODUCTION

In the course of the experiments reported in the foregoing chapters many
indications were obtained that an antagonism exists between the action of blue
[34]
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or infrared radiation on the one hand, and that of the region 520-700 m/«on
theother hand. Most oftheseindications camefrom differences ineither formative, or, in Cruciferae, in photoperiodic effects of supplementary white and
blue light. Since in most of the treatments with blue and infrared, the total
energywasfar greaterthantheamountactuallyrequired for maximalresponse,
and further, since J to J of the energy in the white supplementary light was
emitted in the blue wave length region, the absence of elongation in the white
controls strongly suggested that theremainder of the spectrum, emitted by the
daylight type fluorescent tubes used for white supplementary irradiation, had
an antagonistic effect (65,78).
In Brassica Rapavar., white supplementary light given within a short day
wasnot effective inthepromotion offlowering,whileblueand infrared supplementary irradiation resulted in a distinct promotion of flowering.
Toestablishthisreactionbeyonddoubt,however,andinordertoobtainmore
information about it, a number of experiments were performed, in which the
action of a known mixture of antagonistic wave length regions was studied.
Before these experiments could be designed, it was necessary to study the
energyrequirements and the timerelations of the formative reactions involved
in the antagonism. Experiments with Cosmoshad already shown that a reduction in the supplementary light period to 2 hours per night, at an intensity
of 1000ergs/cm2/sec,did not result in anyreduction in internode elongation in
the blue and infrared. Nevertheless, an attempt was made to see how far this
periodcouldbefurther reduced. Cosmos plants weregiven supplementary light
of blue, green, red and infrared wave length regions, at an intensity of 1000
ergs/cm2/sec, for 8hours, 1hour,and 10minutes, immediately after a daily 10
hour period ofwhitelight ofhighintensity. FromTable 16,inwhichtheresults
of this experiment are presented, it is evident that a reduction of the supplementary light period from 8 hours to 1hour, did not cause a commensurate
reduction inelongation. Supplementary irradiation for only 10minutesper day
had little or no effect, so short a period was,thus, below the limit of energy
or duration required for a measurable response.
In another series of experiments, the intensity dependence of the formative
reaction was determined. Cosmosplants received 8 hours of supplementary
irradiation, subsequent toadaily 10hourperiodinwhitelightofhigh intensity.
The supplementary light was given at intensities ranging from about 30ergs/
TABLE16
Effect of length of supplementary light period on elongation of Cosmosinternodes in blue
and infrared supplementary light. Intensity of supplementaryirradiation:1000ergs/cm2/sec.
Measurements of 22-11-52, after 19days of treatment.
'"
Wave length region
of supplementary light

Red
White

Length of second internode inmm

8hours supplementary light

1hoursupplementary light

lOmin. supplementary light

58.2
32.5
27.6
72.5

50.0
29.8
28.0
52.0

30.5
33.5
28.5
46.2

36.0
37.2

«

[35]
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cm2/sec to 1500 ergs/cm2/sec. The treatment started pn 2-3-53. Fig. 11
shows the results obtained from measurements of the secondinternode,which
had grown out during the 16 days treatment. Under the conditions of these
experiments thereaction causinginternode elongation seemsto havebeen light
saturatedatverylowintensities.Elongationdoesnotincreasewithlightintensity
inblueandinfrared atintensitiesaboveabout200ergs/cm2/sec.Light saturation
occurred ininfrared at aslightlylowerintensitythanintheblue supplementary
irradiation. In the control plants, under a range of intensities of green light,
internode length remained unaffected bylight intensity.
The results of these experiments were the basis for further experiments, in
which the antagonistic wave length regions were given either consecutively of
simultaneously.
2 . EXPERIMENTS WITH CONSECUTIVE APPLICATION
OF ANTAGONISTIC WAVE LENGTH REGIONS

Ashasbeenshown intheexperiments describedin theprecedingsection, the
elongation of Cosmos internodes does not appreciably diminish when the
supplementary irradiation period isreduced from 8hours dailyto1hour,if the
intensity remains at 1000ergs/cm2/sec.It has also beenfound that a large part
oftheelongation duetoblueand infrared supplementary irradiation ina treatment of 10+ 8hours occursin the 6-hour dark period (Chapter V,section5).
Fromthisitwasconcluded thatatreatmentinwhich 4hoursofblueor infrared
supplementary irradiation was followed by 4 hours green or red light should
demonstratetheantagonismenvisagedabove.
Young Cosmos plants were given treatments consisting of a daily period of
10hours in strong white light, followed by 8hours supplementary irradiation.
Some of the plants received 8hours of blue, green, red or infrared supplementary light, while others were given 4 hours blue followed by 4 hours green, 4
hoursinfrared followed byred,orthereversedsequence.After 18days,whenthe
second internode, formed since the beginning of the treatment, had completed
its elongation, its length was measured. The results of thesemeasurements are
presented in Table 17.
Theseresults showacompleteinhibition oftheexcesselongationinblueand
infrared supplementary light when green or red supplementary light is given
[36]
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TABLE17
Lengthofthesecondinternodein Cosmosbipinnatus CAV., asaffected bysupplementarylight
ofvarious spectralregionsgivenfor8hoursperday,insequencesof4hoursofanelongation
promotingradiation,and4hoursofanelongation inhibitingradiation,aswellasthereversed
sequence. Measurements of 22—11—'52.Intensity of supplementary light 1000ergs/cm2/sec.
Wave length region of supplementary light

Averagelengthofsecondinternode,inmm

Blue

90.0
35.2
28.0
75.0

Red
Blue-Green

31.0
35.0
51.5
57.5
36.0
37.2

after blue or infrared; thelength of the internodes ispractically the sameasin
the dark and white controls, and in the plants receiving only red or green
radiation. However, when either blue or infrared supplementary light follows
the red or green radiation, a marked elongation occurs. It follows that the
effect of the last of a sequence of spectral regions dominates, and there is
mutual antagonism between red or green, and blue or infrared radiation.
Attention is drawn to the significantly smaller elongation in blue and infrared
when these irradiations are preceded by red and green light, then when they
are given alone.
Aswasdiscussedintheintroductiontothischapter,thiscannot bedue to the
shorter irradiation periodinthefirstcase,butitmustbeascribed to the shorter
dark period following the blue or infrared supplementary irradiation, so that
the time during which the blueinfrared reaction cantakeplace,isreduced. An
after-effect of this kind does not seem to operate when the sequence of wave
lengthregionsisreversed:thereisnoindication ofan after-effect ofeither blue
orinfrared whenthisisfollowed byeithergreenorredradiation.Thisbehaviour
can beunderstood ifit isassumed that at theend of thewhitelightperiod, the
equilibriumisintheredposition.Apparently,thechangefrom this red position
takes some time at the intensities used, so that blue or infrared supplementary
irradiation is not immediately very effective. Red supplementary light, on the
contrary, only has to keep the equilibrium in the red position.
3. EXPERIMENTS WITH SIMULTANEOUS APPLICATION
OF ANTAGONISTIC WAVE LENGTH REGIONS

After theexperiments described in theintroduction to thischapter, inwhich
the intensity dependence of the elongating effect of blue and infrared supplementary light was determined, it was possible to design experiments with
simultaneous application of antagonistic wave length regions, without objections arising from uncertainties concerning the intensity dependence of the
reaction.
[37]
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TABLE18
Absolute andrelativeintensities of redandinfrared wavelengthregionsindifferent mixtures
used in experiments with simultaneous application of antagonistic wave length regions.
Experimentsof5-13-1-53 and 26-1 to 13-2-53.
Intensity inerg/cm2/sec
Plant Position

I . . . . . . . .
II
Ill
IV
V
VI

red 2110
1180
640
260
210
165

infrared
800
840
1370
1960
2550
' 2400

total

Percentage of
Infrared radiation

2910
2020
2010
2220
2760
2565

27
42
68
86
92
94

Cosmosplants received 8 hours supplementary light per day. When wave
lengthregionsweremixed,spacelimitationsintheequipmentmadeitnecessary
to givesupplementary light ofonewavelengthregion from above,whereas the
lightofthesecondwavelengthregionreachedtheplantsfromthesides.Twolight
unitsweremounted relativelyfar apart, sothatthepercentagesofthe twowave
length regions in the mixture could bevaried within widelimits byplacing the
plants in different positions with respect to the light sources. The blue and
infrared radiationsweregivenfrom above,while in the case of the mixed wave
lengthregions,redradiationwasgivenfrom theside.Redlightwasobtainedby
combination of the same lamps andfiltersas used in the supplementary light
equipment, described in Chapter III, section 3.The total lightintensityandthe
percentages of both spectral regions were calculated from measurements of
thelight from both units separately.
Inthefirstexperiment, the effect of various mixtures of red and infrared on
internodeelongationofCosmoswasdetermined.Themixedwavelengthregions
weregiven for 8hours per day, supplementary to a 10hour day in whitelight
of high intensity. Table 18givestherelative and absolute intensities ofred and
% fncrtase over
Q0
dark controls
60
70
60
50
40
30
20

FIG. 12.

to
X
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100%
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Effectsofmixturesofredand
infrared supplementaryirradiationonelongationofCosmos internodes, in a 10+ 8
hours treatment. Measurements of 13-l-'53.
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FIG. 13.

Effectsofmixturesofredand
infrared supplementary irradiationonelongationofCosmosinternodes, in a 10+ 8
hours treatment. Measurements of 13-2-53.

increase over
dark controls
%

100%
infrared

infrared radiationinthemixtures.Theexperimentswasstarted on5-1-53, and
measurements of the internodes were made on 13-1-53, after 8daysof treatment. In Fig. 12, the elongation of the first internode over that in the dark
controls has been plotted against the percentage of infrared radiation in the
supplementary light.
In a repetition of this experiment, with exactly the same light treatment,
similar results were obtained. This experiment was started on 26-1-53, and
measurements of the second internode weremade on 13-2-53 after 18daysof
treatment. Theresults havebeen plotted in Fig.13.
On 2-3-53 another experiment with Cosmoswasstarted; in this experiment
mixtures ofblueand red, and ofinfrared and red weregivenas supplementary
irradiation in a 10+ 8hours treatment. In Table 19the percentage energy in
the blue and red, and in infrared and red, as wellas the absolute intensities in
thesewavelength regions are given for the different plant positions.
The results obtained from measurements of the second internode, after 11
days, have been plotted in Fig. 14.From Figs. 12,13and 14it is evident that
addition of a suitable amount of red light to light of the wave length regions
that are active in the formative reactions annuls the formative action. This
annulment isroughly proportional to the relative intensity of red radiation. It
TABLE19
Absolute energy of antagonistic wave length regions, and the percentages in different mixtures, used in the supplementary light in a 10+ 8hours treatment. Experiments of 2-3-53.
Red-infrared mixtures

Red-blue mixtures
Plant
Position

I
II
Ill
IV
V

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

Energy in ergs/cm2/sec

2
Energ>f in ergs/cm /sec

red

blue

total

red

42
165
254
765
1062

1445
600
300
90
36

1487
765
554
855
1098

97
79
55
10
6
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red

infrared

total

infrared

119
51
144
255
400

640
323
187
110
68

759
373
331
365
468

84
86
56
30
15
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FIG. 14.
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Effectsofmixturesofredand
infrared (®),andofredand
blue (O) supplementary irradiation on elongation of
Cosmos internodes, in a 10
+ 8 hours treatment. Measurements of 20-3-'53.

100%
blueO Infrared •

should be remarked that the decrease in elongation is not correlated with the
decrease in absolute intensity of blue or infrared radiation associated with a
lower blue or infrared percentage in these experiments.The results mentioned
in the introduction to this chapter in which the intensity dependence was
determined, compared withtheabsoluteintensityvaluesgiveninTables 18 and
19, show that in nearly all cases the light intensity was above the saturation
value necessary for maximal response. As could be expected more or less, the
antagonism in the formative reaction is manifest both in treatments with
consecutiveandsimultaneousirradiationwithredandinfrared, orredandblue.
Itcanbeconcluded thatbothspectralregionsinfluenceareactiongoverningthe
elongation.Thisreactionisreversible:redandinfrared haveanoppositeaction,
and seem to shift an equilibrium,asshownin the mixed light experiments. The
equilibriumcouldbeaphotochemicalone,oritcouldbeanequilibriumbetween
two products of two photochemical reactions.At the end of the daily 10hour
periodinwhitelight ofhighintensity theequilibrium ofthisreaction iscloseto
the "red" end,which is demonstrated by the fact that red supplementary light
only causesasmallreductionininternodeelongationascomparedwiththedark
controls.Infrared orbluesupplementaryirradiationshiftstheequilibriumto the
"infrared" position, resulting in extra elongation. From the temperature dependence of the internode elongation it can be concluded that in darkness a
similar shift occurs,which isenhanced by high temperatures.
4. DISCUSSION

The evidence presented in the foregoing sections substantiates the remarks
on antagonism by WASSINK et al. (78) and STOLWIJK (65) that were based
on evidence of a more indirect nature. Since then, BORTHWICK et al.(9) have
presented evidence for the existence of an antagonism of the same nature as
outlined above in the process governing light sensitive seed germination in a
[40]
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variety of Lactuca sativa. Somewhat later, BORTHWICK et al. (8) published the
results of experiments in which they showed that their action spectra for the
photoperiodicreaction had tobeextendedwithanegativeeffect ofnear infrared
wave length regions, for the short day plant Xanthium. Since this publication,
anumber ofreactionshavebeendescribedinwhichthisred-infrared antagonism
showed up. In 1951,MONTFORT and ROSENSTOCK (43), and ROSENSTOCK (58)
published the results of an investigation on the effect of light on respiration of
different plant organs,and whichindicated adifferential effect ofdifferent wave
length regions, but they concluded that red light was inactive, and did not
stimulate respiration, although to the present author the assumption of an
antagonism would seem more reasonable. Since then, LEOPOLD and GUERNSEY
(40)didsomecrucialexperimentsandprovedtheantagonism ofredand infrared
wave length regions in the light stimulation of respiration. However, in all this
work no mention is made of an antagonism between blue and redwave length
regions. BORTHWICK et al. (8, 9) state that the action of radiation of the wave
length region 400-500m/n is not yet clear. Their results indicate that it can act
both ways,in the infrared and in the red direction of the equilibrium. EVENARI
(13), however, denies the existence of an inhibiting effect of blue light on
germination of lettuce seed, and states that the infrared transmission of the
filters used has not always been taken into account. The basic work of FLINT
(15),and FLINT and MCALISTER (16)indicated that bluealso had an inhibitory
effect on germination of lettuce seed, while these authors were fully aware of
the difficulties arising from the high activity of infrared in inhibition of seed
germination.
VAN DER VEEN and DAAMS have found an antagonism in the action of low
intensities of blue and red light on growth of hypocotyl sections of Helianthus
seedlings (personal communication). The antagonism between red and infrared
and between blue and red was already observed in (65) and (78), in several
formative reactions, and has been proved beyond doubt in the experiments
described in this chapter. EVENARI'S general criticism with respect to infrared
transmission of bluefilterglasses does not apply here,because thelight sources
used do not emit an appreciable fraction of radiation in the near infrared wave
lengthregion,and moreover,theenergyrelations inblueand infrared are rather
similar,whereas the near infrared content of the blue light is less than 1%
(cf. Fig.2B).
From ourexperimentswewouldliketoconcludethatthereisaphotoreceptive
pigment which absorbs both blue and infrared radiation as in no case it has
been possible to distinguish between the effects of the two wave length regions.
In different plants the effects varied, but we never found them qualitatively
different, atleastwithrelativelylowintensitiesofsupplementary light.
BORTHWICK etal.havealready envisaged thepossibility that alsothe pigment
associated with the "red" reaction shows absorption in the blue region of the
spectrum (9).If so, this might decrease or even reverse the "infrared" action of
blue radiation, dependent on the ratios of the concentrations of the two pigments,ortheir substrates.

[41]
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CHAPTER VII

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF PLANTS
IN HIGH INTENSITY LIGHT OF NARROW SPECTRAL REGIONS
1. INTRODUCTION

The application of supplementary light of different wave length regions at
low intensities, after a short day in white light of amuchhigher intensity, has
been shown to reveal certain morphogenetic influences of light in plants
(Chapters IV,V,VI).Aseriousdisadvantage, however,isthedifficulty ofevaluating the effect of the short day in white light of high intensity, and its possibleinterference with the effect of the supplementary light. Moreover, the
intensities in the various wave length bands of the natural day light are much
higher than those that can be used in supplementary light treatments, and it is
probable that a change in intensity of a specific wave length region modifies
its effect. In order to study the effect of narrow wave length regions at higher
intensities, a special equipment was designed in our laboratory. A description
of this equipment and some results obtained with it have been given in a preliminary paper (79).Since then, more cabinets havebeen added, and improvementshavebeenmade(cf. ChapterIII, and [73a]).
Our knowledge of the morphogenetic influences of light at high intensities
on plants is not nearly as extensive as that concerning the effects of low light
intensities. This, no doubt, is due to experimental difficulties associated with
this type of experiment. The isolation of narrow wave length bands from a
continuous spectrum at sufficiently high intensity, and on a sufficiently large
area for cultivating plants over long periods is a difficult task, especially since
otherenvironmental factors (temperature,humidity)mustbecontrolled aswell.
In most cases, concessions have to be made to spectral purity by using broad
wave length regions, or to constancy of conditions such as light intensity,
temperature, etc.In most earlier experiments thenear infrared wasincluded in
the spectral regions used, because of the high infrared transmission of the
filters and therelatively high intensity of near infrared in the emission of light
sources with a continuous spectrum. The experiments described by POPP (50)
who used sunlight and greenhouses covered by coloured glasses provide an
example of this type. This author only used the relatively sharp short wave
length cut-off of ordinary glassfilters,and found that the absence of the blue
spectral region resulted in a strong elongation of the plants.
During the last two decades gas discharge lamps andfluorescenttubes have
becomeavailable whichenabled aconsiderable improvement in spectral purity
and intensity of the coloured light.
RooDENBURG(56),andABERG(l)used mercury,neonandsodiumgasdischargelamps as light sources for the cultivation of plants under "monochromatic"
light. KLESHNIN (35) and VAN DER VEEN (70) describe experiments in which
fluorescent tubes with single phosphor coatings were used. These authors,
however, did not filter the coloured light obtained in this way, so that an
appreciable contamination bylight from the exciting mercury arc was present.
In the equipment used in the experiments described in this paper, the addition
of suitablefilterglasses removed this contamination.
[42]
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TABLE20
Stem length of Lactuca sativaL., as affected bywavelength of light whengrown in"monochromatic"light, givenfor 16hours daily. Averages of 6experiments;stemlengthexpressed
in %of thestemlengthof thewhitecontrols.
Relative stem length

Wave length region

95 l)
102
263
288
195

Violet
Blue
Red

100

White
*) inoneexperiment only.

2. EFFECTSOFLIGHTOFNARROW SPECTRALREGIONSONGROWTHOFPLANTS

Since the initial experiments, the light equipment has been improved and
extended to itspresentform. Manyoftheearlierexperimentswereofanintroductorynature,andwill not bedealt with herein great detail.Thelater experiments with Cosmos bipinnatus and Solarium Lycopersicum were made with the
equipment in its present form, and the data from these experiments will be
treated at relatively greater length. As has been described in Chapter III, the
wavelengthbandsusedhavethefollowingmaxima:violet400m/*,blue460m/f,
green 540m/*,yellow 589 m/i, red 660 m/j.
LactucasativaL., the varieties "Meikoningin" and "Attractie" have been
used in a number of experiments, to study the effect of wave length on stem
growth. This species did not show a very uniform response of the plants in a
single experiment so that the results of 6experiments have been averaged and
presentedinTable20.TheresultssummarizedinthisTableindicatethatabsence
of short wave length radiation results in excessiveelongation; it seems that
in yellow light the stem elongation iseven greater than in red light.
Apart from theeffect on stemelongation other effects occurred. In Table21
it isshown that the number of leaves and the leaf shape in Lactuca sativa var.
"Meikoningin", was also affected by a of 34days' treatment with monochromatic light.
From theresults mentioned above,it appears that light ofrestricted spectral
regionswith the exclusion of other light, and applied over long periods, has a
TABLE21
Stemlength,numberofleaves,andaverageleafdimensionsin Lactucasativa var. "Meikoningin",asaffected bydifferent spectralregionsina34days'treatment.Observationsof25-3-52.
Averages of 8plants per treatment.
Stemlength
im mm

Averagelength
ofmature
leavesinmm

Averagewidth
ofmature
leavesinmm

Total number
ofleavesper
plant

Ratio
Leaflength
Leafwidth

Violet
Green
Yellow
Red

4.5
10.2
23.0
15.5

110
121
133
130

63
44
53
69

9
10.2
10.2
10.8

2.75
2.78
2.50
1.90

White

4.8

95

61

10.2

1.55

Spectral
region

[43]
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TABLE22
Petiole length,averageleaf diameter, numberof leavesandleaf areaof aFragaria hybrid, as
affected byculture inlight of variousspectral regions.Averages of 6plants.A: Observations
of27-10-51, after 52daysoftreatment. B:Observationsof29-11-51, after 75daysoftreatment.
Number of
leaves

Average petiole
length,mm

Average leaf
diameter,mm

A Blue . . .
Green . .
Yellow . .
Red . . .

87
95
99
108

57
69
71
71

5.5
8.6
9.5
10.25

41
89
102
122

White . .

62

60

8.5

72

B Blue . . .
Green . .
Yellow . .
Red . . .

86
98
119
128

59
66
77
70

7.0
11.0
11.0
13.0

56
114
155
152

White . .

74

61.8

11.0

98

Spectral region

Leafarea
(relative units)

marked formative effect on lettuce plants.Theeffects, contained in the data of
Tables20and21resembleverystronglythoseofsupplementary light, however,
withadifferent wavelengthdependence(78).Inbothcasestheabnormalitiesin
thevegetativecondition comprisestemelongation andelongation oftheleaves.
In the supplementary light experiments, however,thiselongation was brought
about byblueand infrared supplementary irradiation,whileinthe experiments
described above,itistheabsenceofblueand violetlightwhichcausesexcessive
elongation.
Another species, used in the earlier experiments was a Fragaria hybrid, var.
MadameMoutot.Thelightintensityinthisexperimentwas52.000ergs/sec/cm2
0sphere,thetemperaturewas22°Cduringthe 16-hour photoperiod, and 15 °C
during thedark period. The treatment started on 5-9-51. Measurements were
madeon27—10—'51, after 52days,andon29-11-51, after 75daysoftreatment.
The results of these measurements are given in Table22.
Innoneofthetreatmentsinthisexperiment,stemformation couldbeinduced
inFragaria, aswaspossibleinLactuca. Table22showsthatpetiolelengthinall
spectral regions was found to be greater than in white light which, as such, so
far isnot explained. Comparing theseparate spectral regions,itisobvious that
especially yellow and red cause excessivepetiole elongation. Growth was most
satisfactory inyellowandred light,theleafareaisclearlybiggestinthesespectral regions.The plants in blue light had hard leaves, as if they were dry, and
growthwasveryslow.
An experiment with Iberiscoronaria var. Empress, as representative of the
Cruciferae demonstrated that this plant reacted in much the same way. The
experiment started on 21-4-'52, 15days after sowing. The light intensity was
56.000ergs/sec/cm2 0 sphere, the temperature during the 16-hour photoperiod
was20°C,and 15-17°Cduringthedarkperiod.After 38daysoftreatment the
plants were measured. Table 23 shows the data obtained. In Iberis, too, the
absence of the 400-500mju region results in a marked increase in stem length,
whereasfloweringissomewhatretardedandtheflowersaresmaller.Itispossible,
however, that thisisduetocompetition for photosynthates between elongation
[44]
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TABLE23
Stem length and degree offloweringin Iberiscoronaria var. Empress as affected by culture
under various spectral regions with the exclusion of white light. Observations of 29-5-52,
after 38days of treatment. Partly taken from(79).
Stem length,mm

Degree of flowering

Yellow .
Red ,

292
362
565
530

10.0
10.0
9.25
9.0

White .

299

10.0

Spectral region
Violet
Green

andflowering,morethantoadirecteffect oftheabsenceofthebluewavelength
region.
Also Cosmosbipinnatus, inanumber of experiments, showed a reaction very
similar tothat ofLactuca, FrageriaandIberis. Inoneoftheearlier experiments
twodifferent treatmentsweregiven,beginning on 25-7-'51.The plants hadbeen
transplanted on 16-7-'51, 5days after sowing.At the start of the treatment the
plants had already developed oneinternode.Thephotoperiod temperature was
23 °C, that of the dark period, 18°C. The spectral regions were given at an
intensityof52.000ergs/sec/cm20sphere.Onelotoftheplantsreceived 16hours
coloured light daily, and 8hours of darkness;another lot received 10hoursof
whitelightofhighintensity,followed by8hourssupplementarylightofvarious
spectral regions,also at highintensity. Theplants weremeasured after 13, and
28days oftreatment. Someoftheresults arepresented in Fig. 15and inTable
24.Anotherexperimentwasstartedon16-12-'51,withplantsstillinthecotyledon
stage.Inthisexperiment thebluelightcabinetwasreplacedbyavioletone.The
temperature during the 16-hour photoperiod in which various spectral regions
weregiven,was20°C,thedark period temperature was 15°C. On18-2-'52, i.e.
i n t t r n o d t Ltngth
mm.
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FIG. 15.

Internodelengthof Cosmosbipinnatusasaffectedbydaily 16-hourphotoperiodsincolouredlight(O),and
by 10-hour photoperiods in white
light supplementedwithlight ofvarious spectral regions at highintensity during 8hours daily (O).
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TABLE24
Internode length in Cosmos bipinnatus, inmm,as affected by various spectral regions, given
eitherfor 16hoursperday,orsupplementary toa 10-hourdayinwhitelight. Observationsof
22-8-51, after28daysoftreatment.
Spectral
region

16hours
I

1 0 + 8 hours
II

III

87.5
61
71.5
64

91.0
51.5
56.5
65

54
41.5
39
42.5

III

IV

V

97.5
80.5
82
71.5

77.5
73
84
86

65
71.5
90
76

38
85
97
83

31
81
73
81

63

51.5

50

52.5 55.0 48.5 41

Blue '
Green
Yellow
Red

91
68
80
70

White

79.5 65

VI

I

II

IV

V

VI

VII

47
40
32
35

49
51
23
36

25
42
22
25

15.5
19
20
21

38.5

44

21

18.5

after 64 days of treatment, the plants were measured, and dry weight determinationsmade. Thedata obtainedarepresentedinTable25.Inanexperiment
which was essentially a repetition of the previous one, the conditions were
identical. It started on 17-3-'52 and measurements were made on 22-4-52,
after 36daysoftreatment.TheresultsaregiveninTable26.
TABLE25
Internode length of Cosmos bipinnatus, in mm, number of internodes,anddryweight,inmg
perplant,after64daysexposure tovarious spectral regions. Observations of 18-2-'52. Partly
takenfrom (79).
Spectral
region

Internode no.
I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

Violet
Green
Yellow
Red

23.0
62
64.5
69.5

34.0
63
81
73.0

37.5
62
78.5
87.0

45.0
.62
99
86.5

35.0
62
99.5
96.5

White

28.0 52.5 45.0 44.5 55.0 44.0 43.0

25.0 12.0
42
9
82.5 49.5
81.0 41.0

VIII

Dry weight
inmg/plant

Number of
internodes

259
744
517
1144

7.25
7.0
7.5
7.75

710

7.00

17

From the data obtained in the experiments with Cosmos, it isclear that this
plant also reacts with a strong elongation to the absence of the blue and especially violet components in the various spectral regions, as compared with the
whitecontrols.Theposition and thedimensions oftheleaveswerenot strongly
affected bythewavelengthofthelight.Thedatashowthatdryweightincreases
TABLE26
Internodelengthanddryweightof Cosmos, asaffected by36daysofcultureinlightofvarious
spectralregions.Observations of22-4-'52.
Internode length inmm
4

Dry weight in
mg/plant

27.5
53
57
57

27
23
29

359
707
999
921

43.5

18.5

Spectral region
2

3

47.5
79
70
90.5

40
78
60
74.5

39

44

1
Violet
Red
White

. . . . . . .
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FIG. 16.

Effects of various spectral regions at high intensity on stem
elongation (O) and number of
leaves per plant (X) inSolatium
Lycopersicum var. Vetomold
121. After 30 days of treatment
with16-hourphotoperiods.Measurements of 2-6-52.
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with increasing wave length. However, the dry weight in the violet is smaller
than could beexplained on the basis of the energycontent of the quanta. Dry
weightinvioletisonlyabout onethird ofthat inthered,whereas theoretically
about 60%shouldbeexpected.Itisimpossibletodecidefrom thedatawhether
stem length
mm
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r

number of
leaves/plant
400

-. 11
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FIG. 17.

Effects of various spectral regions at high intensity on stem
length ( # ) , number of leaves
(O), and leaf length ( O ) in SolariumLycopersicumvar. Vetomold 121. Photoperiod of 16
hours at 20 CC. Dark period:
17°C. Measurements of 29-10'53.
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thisisdue to decreased photosynthetic quantum efficiency in theviolet region,
or whether it isin indirect effect, due to decreased leaf area; both possibilities
couldberesponsiblefor thesmallerleafareathatwasconsistently found.
Solarium Lycopersicum L.var.Vetomold 121showed evenmore pronounced
reactions; some more extensive experiments were made with thisplant. In the
first experiment the young plants, sown on 11-4—'52, were transplanted on
23-4-'52; the treatment started on 3-5-52. The light intensity was 56.000
ergs/sec/cm2 0 sphere, the temperature was 20°C during the 16-hour photoperiod, and 15-17 °C during the dark period. On 2-6-'52, after 30 days of
treatment, the plants weremeasured. Some of the data obtained are presented
in Fig. 16.Apart from the verystrong elongation in the absence ofviolet light
demonstrated in thisfigure,some other phenomena wereobserved which were
studiedingreaterdetailinsubsequentexperiments.Theleaveswere abnormally
flatinplantsgrowinginvioletlight,whereastheplantsingreen,yellowandred
lighthad leaves highlyabnormal in other respects.Theleaflets werecurled and
pendulous,thepetioles oftheyoungleavesformed asmallacuteanglewith the
stem, while the petioles of the older leaves formed an obtuse angle with the
stem.The appearance of the plants was,therefore, veryabnormal.
On28-9-'53,asecondexperimentwithtomatowasstarted.Thelightintensity
was 35.000 ergs/sec/cm2 0 sphere. The temperature was maintained at 20°C
duringthe 16-hourlightperiod,andat 17°Cduringthedarkperiod.Theplants
weremeasured after 22and 31days of treatment, on 20-10-'53and 29-10-'53
respectively. Table 27and Fig. 17and 18show the results obtained.
FromTable27andFig.17itcanbeseenthat theabsenceofvioletlight results
in a very big increase in stem length, because more and longer internodes are
formed. Internodesnumber 6and 7were,ofcourse,presentinthevioletplants,
buttheyweresosmallthatnoreasonablyaccuratemeasurementscouldbemade
without damaging the plants. The leaf numbers showed much less variation
than stem length.Thereisadifference intheanglesofoldandyoungleaveson
one plant. This difference is small in the violet plants, but in the plants in
yellow or red light, the young leaves emerge from the stem at angles < 40°,
whereas the older leaves turn downward atangles> 90°.The epinasty of the
leaflets consists of two types ofcurling.Themidribs ofthe leaflets bend downward towards the tip, and moreover each leaf blade bends downward in a
direction perpendicular to that ofthemidrib.
Thedryweight data, shownin Fig. 18,indicate that thedryweight increases

VII

Stem
length
in mm

Number
ofleaves
perplant

Angle
of3rd
leaf

TABLE27
Internode length, stem length, number of leaves, angle between stem and petiole of3rdleaf,
andlengthof3rdleafofSolatiumLycopersicumvar.Vetomold 121,asaffected bywavelength
oflightgivenfor 16hoursdaily,at an intensity of 35.000ergs/sec/cm20sphere.Observations
of 2O-10-'53, after 22days of treatment. Averages of 8plants.

17.3
36.3
27.0

7.3
18.9
12.0

53
212
290
230

6.95
7.25
7.60
7.45

80°
46°
50°
51°

110.6
155.9
182.1
174.6

8.0

3.0

87

7.25

62°

132.6

Internode length in mm

Spectral
region

I

II

III

IV

V

Violet
Green
Yellow
Red

17.2
25.4
27.1
28.2

10.6
29.3
35.1
24.6

9.4
46.3
49.7
38.9

10.4
54.3
55.4
45.9

5.7
31.7
55.4
49.7

White

19.4

14.0

15.1

15.8

13.1

VI

[48]
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FIG. 18.

Effects of various spectral regions
at high intensity on dryweight and
dry weight distribution in Solatium
Lycopersicum var. Vetomold 121.
Total dry weight (©);dry weight
of stem (O), of leaves ( j j , and of
roots (O)- Measurements of 2910-'53.

dry weight
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with wave length of the light. It is remarkable that the slope corresponds
exactly to the theoretical values determined by the numbers of quanta in
equal energies of the different wave length regions. However, this straightforward explanation must be regarded with the utmost caution, since it is
by no means certain that photosynthesis is the only process determining dry
weightincreaseinthese experiments. Alldrymatter arisesfrom photosynthesis,
butthedestinationofthedrymatter islargelydetermined byother lightand temperature sensitive processes. These processes govern, e.g., the expansion of the
photosyntheticapparatus and, thus, future increase in dry matter. As is shown
byFig. 18 thedrymatterincreaseatlongerwavelengthsispractically onlyinthe
stem, whereas the leaves are not significantly affected. On this basis, it would
seemprobable that energyefficiency inphotosynthesis indeed isthemain factor
responsible for the differences in dry weight in tomato in this experiment. This
wouldindicatethatquantumefficiency inphotosynthesis intomato is independent of wave length between 400and 660mju,sothat HOOVER'S curve (28) of the
spectral dependence of photosynthesis in wheat does not seem to hold under
the conditions of the present experiments. Of course the curves obtained by
HOOVER are essentially absorption curves of chlorophyll. The minimum in the
absorption in yellow and green decreases in importance as the chlorophyll
concentration or the number of layers increases.Avery good treatment of this
question is found, e.g., in a paper by RABIDEAU et al.(53).
It was also of some interest to seewhether the leaf pigments are affected by
the wave length region in which the plants had been growing. Absorption
spectra were measured of methanol extracts of leaves from different spectral
regions.In no case significant differences ascribable to shifts in relative concen[49]
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FIG. 19.

Effectsofvariousspectral
regions at high intensity
on leafpigments inSolariumLycopersicum. Absorption spectra of methanol extracts,from5th
leaf of plants, grown in
red(O), and violet (O)
light. Measurements of
ll-12-'53.
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700

600

800 mP

trationofthe main pigments could be detected. Even the absolute amounts
of pigment from comparable leaves of plants in, e.g., violet and red were
thesame.In Fig. 19absorption spectraofextractsfrom thefifthleafofbothred
and violet plants, measured on 29-10—'53, are given. The deviations are not
larger than those usually found between leaves of the same plant. It is not
impossible, however, that relatively large changes occur in pigments that are
presentinsmallerconcentrations,andwhichescapedetectionwhenthemeasurement is not preceded by chromatographical separation. This has not been
attempted so far. As found so far, however, it seems certain that the main
pigments are not affected.
In an experiment with tomato that started on 4-11-53, two new cabinets
were added, v/z., a blue one, and one in which the energy in the red between
620and 700mju wasthe sameas in thered cabinet, but a very largeamount of
infrared was added by using 40 W incandescent lamps as light sources. The
energy in the visible was 35.000ergs/sec/cm2 0 sphere; in the red + infrared
cabinet about 20timesas much infrared between 700and 2500mjiwas added.
The temperature during the 16-hour photoperiod was kept at 20°C, the dark
period temperature was 15CC. After 36 days, on 10—12—*53,the plants were
measured. The data obtained are given in Table 28.From a comparison of the
plants inviolet (400mju) and blue (460mju) light,itisevident that the spectral
region around 460mju isnot nearly so efficient in the inhibition of elongation,
as the violet, around 400 mju. The elongation in blue is somewhere halfway

Internode length, in mm
2

3

4

5

6

Violet. . . .
Blue . . . .
Green....
Yellow . . .
Red . . . .
Red+ infrared

13.5
27.2
20.6
24.5
24.6
42.0

11.9
26.0
32.4
37.0
31.4
51.7

10.7
27.1
26.0
46.0
31.1
55.0

6.0
29.0
69.5
19.0
24.7
33,1

17.7
45.5
62.3
75.5
56.8
60.5

10.0
49.0
40.3
61.6
65.0
52.1

White

18.5 18.6 16.0 11.6 31.0 32.4 22.0 16.5
[50]
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1
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8.0 4.3
8.25
30.7 12.7 7.1 8.75
27.9 16.0 4.0 9.0
73.3 78.0 60.0 10.6
56.3 62.7 44.6 10.6
—
—
11.8
7.6
8.5

8.75

•

Stem
length
mm
Leai
area
cm*/

Spectral
region

Number
of leaves

TABLE28
Internode length,stemlength,numberof leaves,andleaf areaintomato plantsasaffected by
36days of exposure to light of various wave length regions. Observations of10—12—*53.
...

"G

102
259
369
561
405
320

500
425
475
520
660
76

189

640
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between that in violet and green; the epinastic abnormalities of the plants in
red, yellow and green light, however, are absent in the plants grown in blue
light(cf. Plate 2).Thereaction of the plants in red -f infrared isdifferent from
thoseinred,althoughtheamountofphotosynthetically activelightenergyisthe
sameinbothcases.Itwouldseemthattheadditionofalargeamountof infrared
has a very unfavourable effect on growth of tomato. It is improbable that the
photosynthetic efficiency ofthered light isreduced bytheaddition of infrared,
but, as has been stated before, in this type of experiment a second factor, i.e.,
the expansion of the photosynthetic apparatus plays an important role. From
the leafarea data inTable 28itisevident that theleaf area in theplants inred
+ infrared ismuchsmaller than intheother plants.Thisisalsoreflected in the
total dry weight data obtained in this experiment; red + infrared gave 253
mg per plant, as compared with 938 mg in violet and 1990 mg in red. The
internode length data of the first internode reveal that elongation was much
more pronounced in red + infrared than in red: 42 mm and 24.6 mm respectively for the first internode. This indicates that elongation in red + infrared is potentially much stronger than in red, but that evidently in this
process too much of the photosynthates is used for stem elongation, resulting
in poor leaf growth, thus decreasing the future growth of the plant. After a
few leaves have been formed, the plant seems to reach a kind of equilibrium
between leaf growth and stem growth, as is demonstrated in the younger
internodes. This equilibrium, however, results in poor growth of the plant,
becauseleafgrowthisslower,and theleavesmoreoveraresmaller(Table28).
3. RELATION BETWEEN THE EFFECTS OF COLOURED LIGHT OF HIGH INTENSITY AND
THOSE OF SUPPLEMENTARY COLOURED LIGHT OF LOW INTENSITY

Theformative effects ofvarious spectralregionsgivenathighintensity under
exclusion of white light, or supplementary to a short day in white light, at
lower intensities, have several features in common. The elongation occurring
inplantsgrownintheabsenceoflightofwavelengths < 500n\{iisverysimilar
to that found in plants receiving blue or infrared supplementary irradiation.
Although therequirementsinintensityand wavelengtharedifferent, theaspect
oftheplantsissimilar,withtheexception that inmost plantstheeffects ofred,
yellow and green light of high intensity under the exclusion of white light are
more pronounced than those obtained by giving the plants supplementary
irradiation with blue or infrared wave length regions(cf. the experiments with
tomato,inwhichleafepinastywasmuchlesspronounced inthe supplementary
light treatment).
In order to investigate whether a relation between these two light reactions
could be established, some experiments with Cosmos were made, in which the
plantsreceived 10 hours ofcoloured light ofhighintensity, followed by 8hours
supplementary irradiationwithvariousspectralregionsatlowintensity.Thefirst
experiment started on 17-6-'52.Theplantsreceived 10hoursoflightofvarious
spectral regions at an intensity of 52.000 ergs/sec/cm2 0sphere, followed by
8 hours supplementary irradiation with light of various spectral regions at an
intensity of 1000 ergs/cm2/sec, and 6hours ofdarkness daily.The temperature
during the main light period was 23CC, and 20CCduring the supplementary
light period and duringthedark period.Thesupplementary irradiation started
on 30-6-52. After 21 days of supplementary irradiation, the first internode
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TABLE29
Internodelengthof Cosmosbipinnatus, inmm,asaffected byvariouscombinations ofspectral
regionsathighandlowintensities. Measurementsof20-7-52,after21daysofsupplementary
irradiation.
Spectralregionof
supplementary
Spectral
regionin
mainlightperiod
Violet
Green
Red .
White
Sums

Blue

Green

Red

35
66.5
77

18
43
41

18
43
66

37.5
39
111

81

27

38

259.5

129

165

Infrared

White

Dark

Sums

18.5
43
46

42
32
47.5

169
276.5
388.5

80

29

40

275

267.5

136.5

161.5

I

grownoutsincethestartofthesupplementarylighttreatmentwasmeasured.The
mean values are given in Table29.
On 23-7-'52, a second experiment was started under the same conditions.
Measurements ofthefourth internodeweremadeon 14-8-52, 15 daysafter the
startofthesupplementaryirradiation.TheresultsarepresentedinTable30.The
observationscompiledinTable29and30showvariationswhicharebiggerthan
usual. This may be due to two reasons: in the first place, because of space
limitations in the light cabinets, only 3 plants per treatment could be used.
Secondly,dueto therelatively great distancebetween thetwolightequipments,
the plants were more vulnerable to damage during the (twice) daily handling.
Notwithstanding these circumstances, thedata obtained strongly indicate that
bothelongatinginfluencescanoccurindependently and at thesametime.Thisis
seen most clearly in the summations given in both Tables.It can beconcluded
that neither bygrowing Cosmos inredlightonly,nor bygivinginfrared supplementary irradiation, the limit of potential elongation isreached, since in both
cases,elongationisenhanced byacombination ofthetwo.Thisalsomeansthat
under the conditions of theseexperiments the available photosynthates do not
limittheincreaseinlength.
TABLE30
Internode length of Cosmos, in mm, as affected byvarious combinations of spectral regions
at high and low intensities. Measurements of 14-8-52, after 15days of supplementary irradiation.
Spectralregionof
supplementary
o *,\
light
Spectral
regionof
mainlightperiod
Violet
Green
Red .
White
Sums

Blue

Green

Red

Infrared

White

Dark

Sums

60
102
96

63
42
48

45
57
65

44

73
89

46
62
68

71
58
64

329
393
430

67

45

56

88

51

51

358

325

198

223

294

227
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. 4. THE EFFECT OF LIGHT OF VARIOUS WAVE LENGTH REGIONS
ON THE AUXIN CONTENT OF TOMATO PLANTS

As the effects arising from a monochromatic irradiation with green, yellow
or red light strongly suggest relations to auxin content, it was attempted to
establish a relationship between the formative effects and theextractable auxin
content. After somepreliminary experiments it was decided to adopt the cress
root technique developed by MOEWUS(42),with some modifications. In the
preliminary experiments it was found that only cress seeds from some sources
andfrom someyearsgaveentirelyreliableresults.Intheexperiments described
here,seed of the 1953cropwasused.
The procedure was as follows: From a large number of Lepidium seeds the
discoloured and damaged seeds are discarded. The remaining seeds were
germinatedin9cmPetridisheswiththreelayersoffilterpaper, wetted with5ml
distilledwater.Aboutonehundred seedswereputatregulardistancesintoeach
culturing dish. This, as well as all subsequent handling was done in red light
(neon dischargetubewithredfilter),asitwasfound that theseedsbecamelight
sensitiveverysoon after wetting.Theculture disheswerethen placed ina dark
thermostate, at 27°C.After about 22-24hours,thelongestrootsareabout 8-10
mm long. At about that time the seedlings, having roots of 5± 0.5mm, are
taken out with a pair of paper forceps, soas not to damage the delicate roots.
The selected seedlings from each culturing dish are transferred into three
test dishes,two ofwhichcontain the samedilution ofthe solution to be tested,
whereas the third one contains distilled water. The dishes are provided with
threelayersoffilterpaper, wetted with 5mlof solution or distilled water. After
the transfer of the seedlings, the test dishes remain in the dark thermostate
for another 17.5hours.After this period the roots are measured to the nearest
% of
wattr controls

O Yellow
• Violtt

• 20 r

% of
water controls
+ 20

-12

10

10

-«0

10

108

10*

10

10 IAA gr/ml

10

10

10

10

10

dilution ofextract

FIG. 20.

FIG. 21.

Standard curve for IAA, in the cress root
test.

Representative curves ofcressroottests of
waterextractsfromtomatoplants,grownin
yellow, orinviolet light. Exp. of 8-12-53.
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millimeter. The water controls should then have reached a length of about 22
mm. With auxin solutions of different concentrations a curve of root growth
promotion or inhibition is obtained as presented in Fig.20.It was necessary to
havea water control to each dilution, as in some cases a particular culturing
dish would produce seedlings in which the root growth was abnormal, and
this would produce an uncertainty in the final curve, which can now be distinguished as unessential from the comparison with the accompanying water
control.Thestandard curves published by MOEWUScould bereproduced rather
accurately as is shown in Fig.20. The extraction procedure is largely based on
theextensivework ofTERPSTRA (66)onextraction ofauxins.
Tops oftomato plants (5cm long),from which the leaves had been removed,
were cut into pieces of about 0.5 cm long and extracted indistilledwaterinthe
dark, at a temperature of 3 °C, during 24 hours. According to the data of
TERPSTRA (66),this procedure would be best to avoid enzymatic destruction of
auxin, as well as enzymatic liberation of auxin from precursors.
The extract prepared in this way was diluted up t o l in 105or 106, and 5ml
of each dilution were applied to two test dishes. The extract as well as the
dilutions were prepared in subdued red light.
Theresult ofarepresentative experiment isgivenin Fig. 21. From this figure
it can be concluded that the 5cm tip of a plant grown in violet light contained
about0.01/iigIAA,ortheequivalentofthat,and that of a plantgrowninyellow
light the equivalent of about 0.1jug.In MOEWUS' original technique the sharp
dropinthevioletcurvewouldindicate a rather large amount of growth inhibitors.However, since many other substances have the same effect, and theextra
inhibition occurs in a high concentration of the original extract, this can hardly
beregarded assignificant atthismoment.Itmustalsobeadded thattheabsolute
amount of growth substance extracted varied somewhat, but the difference in
auxincontent oftheplants inviolet,and inyelloworred light, always remained
in the same direction.
5. DISCUSSION

The experiments described in this chapter have demonstrated formative
reactions that, although of a nature similar to that of the reactions occurring
in supplementary irradiation, require different spectral regions and different
intensities. The method used does not generally allow statements about the
efficiency of photosynthesis, unless it iscertain that leafarea isnot affected by
thevarioustreatments.Withthisrestriction inminditcanbesaidthat in tomato
photosynthesis and total dry weight accumulation are independent of wave
length, between 400 and 700 mju. In other plants, such as strawberry and
Cosmos,the dry weight accumulation in violet and blue is less than would be
expectedfrom acomparison with,e.g.,theredplants,evenwhenbased on equal
numbers of quanta. In none of the plants themarkeddropin photosynthesis in
greenand yellowlight, as recorded by HOOVER (28) for wheat, has been found.
The morphogenetic action of the light can be characterized as follows: The
absence of the wave length region 400 to 500mju results in a strong elongation
of stems, petioles and in some cases, of leaves. Cell counts showed that cell
elongation was a much more important factor than cell division. The growth
pattern inthiscaseismorecomplicated than inexperimentswith supplementary
light,owing to transitional stages, and requires a more detailed analysis. It is
[54]
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remarkable that the wave length region around 400 mjn is much more effective
in inhibition of elongation, than the region around 460mjii. Both spectral regions show strong phototropic activity, while the greatest phototropic activity
in etiolated material has been found between 450and 500mtu.In some preliminary experiments with this equipment,460mtuwas phototropically more active
than 400m//,aswasfound withArachis,tomato and potato.It would seem that
for maximum effectiveness in internode suppression andin phototropism different wavelength regionsarerequired. In viewoftheeffects obtained, especially
with tomato, it isvery probable that auxins act as intermediate agents between
light reaction and internode growth. GALSTON et al.(24) demonstrated that in
etiolated peas auxin destruction by light was most effective at wave lengths
around 460 m/t. From the results with blue and violet wave length regions, it
must beconcluded that this is not valid for green plants, but that under these
conditions either by way of screening pigments, or because another pigment
shows greater activity, maximum effectiveness is displaced to shorter wave
lengths.
On the whole, the present results, bearing on the morphogenetic action of
variouswavelengthregions,areinaccordancewithresultsofpreviousinvestigations. SCHANZ (59) and POPP (50) used day light, from which various parts
in the short wave length regions were absorbed by glass filters. Although
SCHANZ did not measure his light intensities, and POPP used an illumination
meter calibrated in foot candles, a procedure yielding very unsatisfactory light
measurements, both authors concluded that absence of short wave length regionsresulted inelongation oftheplants.
Somemorerecentinvestigationswithgas discharge lamps and selective-emissionfluorescenttubesunderbettercontrolled conditions yielded similar results.
ABERG (1),usinga high pressure mercury lampaslight source in the violet-blue
region, concluded that for tomato this region did not suppress elongation.
Since his light measurements and energy equalization appear to be quite
satisfactory, it must beassumed that the light of the yellow and green mercury
lineswhich hedid not remove,wasresponsibleforthisnegativeresult.MOSHKOV
(44) found a decrease in stem elongation in Perilla grown in blue-violet and
red-orange light, as compared with plants in yellow-green light. He used the
violet-blue, and yellow-green mercury lines,and incandescent lamps with a red
filterfor the orange-red region. The only assumption that could bemade so far
is that the appreciable infrared content oftheorange-red lightisresponsible for
the reduction in stem length and dry weight of the plants grown inthisregion.
In the present investigation a detrimental effect of such an infrared addition to red radiation was observed. This is another indication, that somehow
the red, green and yellow wave length regions still inhibit the elongation to
some extent, whereas the infrared stimulates elongation to an amount that is
beyond the plant's resources, under the conditions of the present experiments.
CHAPTER VIII

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Theeffects obtained with supplementary light ofvarious wavelength regions,
asdescribed inChaptersIV,Vand VI, indicate that in a large numbei of plants
a photo-receptive system is present, consisting of two pigments. These two
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pigments are essentially the same in all plants investigated, since the spectral
dependence of the reactions initiated by light absorption in these pigments is
identical,asfarascanbedeterminedwiththepresentequipment.Thisequipment
provides six well-defined wave length regions between 400 and 900 m/j. It has
been demonstrated that various formative effects are brought about by supplementary light of wave lengths between 400 and 500m/u,and between 700 and
900mji. Although the ultimate effects in different plant speciesare different, an
excessive elongation of some part of the plant is always found. Not only this
similarity, but especially the identicals pectral dependence, and the reversal of
the reaction in blue and infrared by red, green, or yellow irradiation strongly
suggestsacommon mechanism.
Since the first indications of an antagonism were obtained inthis laboratory
(WASSINKetal.[78]),whichwereextended tomorespeciesin a subsequent paper
by the present author (STOLWIJK[65]),BORTHWICKetal. (9)confirmed andextended FLINT'S(15)earlierobservationsonareversible photoreaction governing
light sensitive seed germination. Several other reactions of the same type have
since been described. LEOPOLD and GUERNSEY (40) described experiments in
whichlightinducedchangesoftherespiratory rateinphotoperiodicallysensitive
plantswereregulated byareversible photoreaction ofthe sametype; LIVERMAN
and BONNER demonstrated a similar reversibility in light-dependent growth
stimulation of Arena coleoptile sections (41).
These examples will suffice to show that probably a similar mechanism is
presentinmost,ifnot allplants.In twocases (BORTHWICK et al. [7], STOLWIJK
65]),ithasbeen reported that attempts to detect the pigments involved, failed.
JORTHWICK et al. could set an upper limit of 0.001% totheabsorption of the
red-absorbing pigment in etiolated albino barley seedlings, and the present
author found a similar limit of less than 0.1% characteristic absorption in the
infrared inconcentrated extracts ofpea seedlings.
These findings do not givemuchhope for spectrographic detection, unless a
suitable method for concentrating the plant extracts becomes available, or a
material is found in which the pigments occur in higher concentrations. The
isolation of the pigments and the measurement of their absorption spectra
would be very helpful in the explanation of some controversies that seem to
arise,especiallyconcerning theeffect ofbluelight.In thepresent paper evidence
hasbeenpresented that theeffects ofbluelightarenot due to infrared contamination, as was suggested by EVENARI et al. (13) for experiments on seed germination. It will be attempted to explain why in experiments by EVENARI (13)
and BORTHWICK et al (9),who used a technique different from ours, the effect
of blue light can be much less evident or even opposite.
Isolation ofthepigmentsinvolvedinthe reversible photoreaction, and measurement of the absorption spectra might show that the pigment associated
with the red light effect also absorbs in the blue region of the spectrum, and
possibly itsabsorption extends to part of the near infrared. Theresult of irradiation with blue light in this case would depend on the relative concentrations
and absorptions of the two pigments. When most of the quanta are absorbed
bythered-absorbingpigment,thereactionwillproceedintothedirection induced
byred light. If, on the other hand, theinfrared-blue absorbing pigment receives
more quanta, the reaction will proceed into the "infrared" direction. This
concept isincomplete accordance with the theoretical considerations proposed
by BORTHWICK et al., and by EVENARI and STEIN (14).
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Theargumentsthat BORTHWICKetal.(9)1)offer in favour of the concept of a
purely photochemical equilibrium arise from the energy relations, and from
light reversal experiments. These authors found a linear relation between log
energy and effect, in control of internode inhibition of etiolated barley and in
seed germination experiments with Lactuca sativa. Further arguments were
found in the fact that if for some reason the energy required for acertain effect
decreased in the red region, the energy required in the infrared to reverse this
effect increases by about the same factor. BORTHWICK et al. also showed that
the reaction can be reversed a number of times, even in very short periods.
Assuming a purely photochemical equilibrium, they built up an attractive
hypothesis which fits their results very well. Their concept, however, implies
that the equilibrium reached when both pigments absorb light at a certain
wave length, must be independent of the intensity of the radiation, as only the
speed with which it isreached isaffected. Some ofthe experiments described in
the present paper show that the effect of blue light can be reversed by a large
increase in intensity, as described in experiments on internode elongation of
Cosmos in Chapter VII. The action spectra measured by BORTHWICK et al.
(6, 47, 49) also contain indications of a reversal in the blue near 480 mfi. In
these action spectra, the energy required for a given reaction is very high at
480 m/u and drops sharply towards both longer and shorter wave lengths. A
comparison of the action spectra for photoperiodic control of floral initiation
in Xanthiumand soybean (givenin[47])revealsthat, ingeneral,soybean needs
less light energy at all wave lengths than Xanthium. However, the ratio of
energies required in those two species is different at different wave lengths.
An even greater difference appears when the action spectra for photoperiodic
reaction are compared with the spectrum of internode inhibition in etiolated,
potentially green and albino barley seedlings (7).Especially in theregion 470 to
480 m/i these differences were very large. It is very important to note that a
relative increase in the energy required in the blue is always correlated with a
displacement of the long wave length limit to shorter wavelengths. This means
that a relative increase in the energy required for a certain effect in the 480 mp
region thus is generally accompanied by a similar increase near 700 mp. This
phenomenon is evident in the action spectra for barley, cocklebur, soybean
and Hyoscyamus. In view of the action of blueand infrared that is antagonistic
to that of red radiation, an effect of these regions as indicated in the action
spectraof BORTHWICK etal., in which only "red" activity was recorded, means
that the original antagonistic action of blue and infrared has been reversed by
increaseoftheintensity.Thisreversalbyincreased intensitycannot beexplained
on the basis of a purely photochemical equilibrium. In a photochemical
equilibrium only the rate at which it is established will be increased by increasingtheintensity.
We want to suggest, therefore, that two pigment systems are present in
constantconcentrations,theirratiovaryingfrom speciestospecies.Onepigment,
associated with the action of blue and infrared, has absorption peaks around
750and 480m/i. The other pigment, associated with the action of red light has
an absorption peakaround 650m//,and someabsorption throughout theregion
400-700 m/i, and possibly beyond that. Each pigment is engaged in a light
*) Thepaper byBORTHWICKet al.(Bot.Gaz. 115,205-225 [1954]), inwhichtheypresent a
more detailed account of their views was at our disposal onlyafter this manuscript went to
press.
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reaction. This light reaction is preceded and followed by dark reactions and
thus constitutes a link in a reaction chain. The two chains have one or more
links in common, e.g., by bifurcation of the reaction chain, or by a cyclic
process,assuggested inthemorphogeneticphotocycleof LIVERMANand BONNER
(41). Above a certain light intensity the supply of substrates for the photoreactions,orthesubsequentdarkreactionsmaylimittherateofthephotoreaction.
If it is then assumed that the blue-infrared reaction islimited bydark reactions
more readily than the red reaction, a sufficiently large increase in intensity at
wave lengths that are absorbed by both pigments will result in an ultimate
dominance of the red effect. In a given case, the effect of blue light of wave
lengths around 480m/j willdepend on the number of quanta absorbed by both
pigments, which is a function of concentration and specific absorption coefficient. Which way the reaction moves is determined by concentration and
absorption, up to the point where the light intensity is increased above the
saturation value of one of the light reactions. If the most efficiently absorbing
pigment is the first to become light saturated, a reversal of the effect will occur
provided the ratio between the saturation values of the two light reactions is
higher than the ratio of the effective absorptions. This hypothesis could explain
the flattening of the red maximum in the action spectra of BORTHWICKetal.as
being due either to low concentration of the blue-infrared pigment, or to a low
light saturation level of the blue-infrared photoreaction, or to both reasons. It
also could explain the reversal of the effect of blue light with increasing light
intensities that was found in experiments described in Chapter VII. In cases
thattheblue-infrared pigment occursin aconcentration solowthat the effective
absorption at 480 mju is lower than that of the red absorbing system, no effect
of blue other than that produced by the red absorbing system will be found.
This might explain some cases in which the "infrared" effect of blue is not, or
only partly found, as,e.g.,in seed germination.
It must bementioned thatapossiblealternativetothehypothesisgiven above
istheassumption that theeffect of blue light issensitized bya pigment different
from the red-infrared system. This concept has been considered critically and
it has to be rejected on the following grounds:
a. The blue effect can be reversed by red light in exactly the same way (cf.
Chapter VI) as that of infrared.
b. From the action spectra of BORTHWICK et al.it can be seen that a relative
increase in energy required in the blue is generally accompanied by a similar
increase in energy required in the region around 700 mju,where, according to
the above hypothesis, thfcsame situation would occur.
The finding of BORTHWICK et al. (8, 9) that the energies required for both
processes change in opposite directions, when they change for some reason,
such as ageing, could also be explained on the basis of a thermal displacement
of the equilibrium between two substrates present in limiting concentrations,
while the concentrations of the pigments remain constant.
LIVERMAN and BONNER (41) suggested that the substrates of the photoreactions consist of an auxin-non-receptive precursor and an auxin-acceptor
complex. Red light is supposed to activatethenon-receptive precursor, so that
anauxin-receptor isformed thatcombineswithauxin,toform an auxin-acceptor
complex that is active in plant responses. Either a temperature sensitive dark
reaction or infrared radiation can destroy the auxin-acceptor complex, thus
reducing the effective auxin concentration in the plant. The experiments on
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which this theory is based were made with coleoptile sections of dark grown
Avenaseedlings. On the basis of this theory, these authors wereable to connect
coleoptile growth in Avena, light dependent seed germination, and photoperiodism.
Although their concept of this morphogenetic photocycle is an attractive
working hypothesis,someoftheexperimentalresults presented in the foregoing
chapters donotfitinverywell.In theirdiscussion onthephotoperiodic reaction
they assume that the auxin level determines flowering in long and short day
plants. However, flowering in most plants, when grown in "monochromatic"
light, is hardly affected by the wave length of the light, whereas the extractable
auxin shows large variations, involving a factor 10or more between plants in
violet and yellow light (see Chapter VII).
On the other hand, auxin determinations by Avena tests of extracts from
leaves of plants receiving supplementary light of low intensity x) failed to show
a consistent difference in auxin content in plants receiving red or infrared
supplementary light respectively. Notwithstanding this,thesame plants showed
a big difference in their flowering reaction. Of course, it is conceivable that
extracted auxin does not give a correct idea of the auxin activity in the plant,
and possible fluctuations in thesensitivity oftheplant toauxin can also obscure
the picture. However, then it is hard to understand that auxin, applied to the
leaves, can have an effect (68, 37) that does not arise when the auxin level in
the plant isaffected from outside by monochromatic blue or violet irradiation.
The effects ofdifferent wavelength regions on internode elongation of plants
grown in "monochromatic" light can hardly be explained by a non-specific
destructive action of short wave length radiation, although probably processes
as described by GALSTON et ah (24) play an important role. FORTANIER (17),in
experiments with Arachis hypogea could demonstrate that the addition of a
relatively small amount of violet-blue light very effectively reduced the closing
of leaves of plants growing in red light, indicating that the lack of blue light
is a very important factor in the abnormalities produced by "monochromatic"
redlight.Thereare,however,indications that stemelongation and also epinasty
of the leaves of tomato plants growing in red or yellow light are notjust due to
lack of blue light. The stem elongation in tomato and other plants growing in
yellow light is always stronger than in red light, indicating a positive effect of
yellow light in this respect. The same difference is noticed in leaf epinasty.
This can not be explained in terms of lack of blue light, since blue light is
equally absent in both wave length regions. The effect of a combination of red
and infrared provides an even stronger argument. The addition of infrared
stimulates extension growth even stronger than red light alone. This again
indicated that the absence or presence of blue lightisnot the only factor determining extension growth in light grown plants.
Theevidence,presented in Chapter VII, suggests that light of different wave
length regions, when given at high intensities and under the exclusion of white
light, somehow affects the auxin level,in contrast to theeffect ofcoloured light
of low intensity, given supplementary to a short day in white light, which may
influence the activity of auxin already present in the plants. The results of the
growth substance tests described in Chapter VII show that the extractable
auxin content is dependent on the wave length of the "monochromatic" light
x

) Theauthor wishes to thank Dr W. TERPSTRA, then of theBotanical Laboratory Utrecht,
for carrying out thesegrowth substance determinations.
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inwhich theplants grow.It can not yet bedecided whether this istheresult of
enhanced auxin synthesis in the longer wave lengths, or of destruction in blue
light asdescribed by GALSTONetal.(24).Asin the present experiments photosynthesis appears tobelargelyindependent ofwavelength, thedescribed effect
of light on auxin content must be placed somewhere in the chain of reactions
between photosynthesis and the photoreaction involving the red and blue-infrared pigmentsystemswhichpossiblyregulatesauxinactivity.Thegrounds for
the assumption that the effect of lowintensity supplementary light ismediated
byauxinactivityarefound inthefactthatnocorrelatedvariationsinextractable
auxin content are found, as well as in the results obtained by LIVERMAN and
BONNER(41)and LANG and LIVERMAN(37).However, itisrealized that,e.g., in
photoperiodism, as well as in some other processes, the picture must be more
complicated than the above hypothesis suggests.
SUMMARY

Experimentsaredescribed inwhicha number ofplantswereexposed tolight
of various well defined spectral regions.The Hghtof these spectral regionswas
given at loworhighintensities, supplementary to a short day in white light, or
at high intensity, as exclusive source of light. Special attention was paid to
photoperiodic and formative responses of the plants to the wave lengths of
supplementarylight,and to formative responses to exclusively "monochromatic" light.
In photoperiodically sensitive plants, two types of wave length dependence
ofthephotoperiodic reactionwere found:
a. Cruciferous plants e.g.Brassica Rapa f. oleiferasubf. annua,Sinapis alba,
Iberiscoronaria, were found sensitive to the blue and infrared wave length
regions, and showed no response to the region between 520 and 700mju.
b. Other plants,e.g. Cosmosbipinnatusand Spinacia oleracea weresensitive to
theregion between 520and 700m//,and showed littleor noresponse to the
blueandinfrared wavelengthregions,whichisinaccordancewiththeaction
spectra for other plants as determined bypreviousworkers.
c. In day neutral plants (Lactucasativa, Solanum Lycopersicum)floweringwas
not affected bywave length of supplementary light.
ExperimentswithCruciferaeshowthatblueandinfrared supplementarylight,
evenwhen given within a short daywhich wasfound insufficient for flowering
in white light, still promote elongation, and alsoflowering.From this, it can
be concluded that the region 520-700m/* inhibits the promotion offlowering
due to the bluecomponent of white light.
All species show strong formative responses to supplementary irradiation of
the blue and infrared wave length regions, consisting of excessive elongation
of some part, e.g., internodes, leaves or petioles. It was shown that in Cosmos
internodes this elongation must be attributed to cell elongation only and that
itoccursmainlyduringthesupplementary lightperiod and thesubsequent dark
period. Supplementary light has no effect on cell division.
The elongation caused by blue or infrared supplementary light can be
inhibitedbysimultaneousorsubsequentexposuretoredorgreensupplementary
light.Aprecedingexposuretogreenorreddoesnotpreventexcessiveelongation
caused by subsequently given blue or infrared radiation.
The elongating influence of supplementary blue light depends on the inten[60]
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sity:belowabout 300ergs/cm2/sec,elongation isproportional to light intensity;
it wasshown to beindependent ofintensity between 300and 1500ergs/cm2/sec.
When the intensity of blue supplementary light is increased,to 15.000 ergs/
cm2/sec, or higher, its elongating influence again becomes smaller.
Plants grown in light of restricted spectral regions with the exclusion of
white light also reveal very strong formative effects. In red, yellow and green
light excessive elongation of stems, petioles and leaves occurs, as well as
epinastic curvatures of the leaves. The plants in blue light are comparable to
thewhitecontrolswhileplantsinvioletlightareshorter than thewhitecontrols.
This was shown in experiments with Cosmos bipinnatus, Lactuca sativa,
Solarium Lycopersicum,Iberiscoronaria, and a Fragaria hybrid. In experiments
with tomato it was shown that dry weight production was not specifically
affected by the wave length of the light. The number of leaves, leaf area, and
the leaf pigments in tomato were also shown to be nearly unaffected by the
wave length of the light. Growth substance determinations in extracts from
tomato plants grown in yellow and violet light showed that tips of tomato
plants in yellow light contain more auxin than those in violet light, so that
strong elongation was correlated with a high content of extractable auxin.
If red light was given together with a large amount of infrared this addition
of infrared seems to have a detrimental effect: the elongation growth was
stimulated, but the number of leaves, the leaf area, and thechlorophyll content
as well as thefinaldry weight were very much reduced. When plants, grown in
coloured light of high intensity were exposed to supplementary coloured light
oflowintensity,theeffects ofthesetwotreatmentsweresuperimposed, indicating
that they can occur independently or combined.
The results are discussed, and it issuggested that the "monochromatic" light
ofhighintensityregulatestheauxinlevel,whereasthesupplementarylightmight
affect theactivityof, orthesensitivitytoauxin.Thenatureofthe photoreceptive
mechanism and the antagonism of thelowintensity reaction are discussed.
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PLATK 1.

Effects of supplementary light of various spectral regions in a 10 -r- 8hours treatment, andof different temperatures ( C) during the 6-hour dark period on stem
elongation in Loctucasariva.after 27 days of treatment. Photograph of 26-6 '51.
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